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1. INTRODUCTION 

SDS Manage is a generalized file management system that 
permits decision makers with limited programming knowl
edge to make use of computeri zed data fi I es. 

Manage eliminates the need to write individual computer 
programs for performing many of the tasks associated with 
using a flexible and responsive management information sys
tem. It is made up of several subprograms which perform 
the functions of building the data base or making use of it. 
To use any of the subprograms, the user enters control codes 
and data from the appropriate Manage forms into the system, 
and the specified job will be performed. 

In a typical installation, setting up the initial data files and 
generating standard reports wi II be handled by experienced 
business analysts or programmers. Some companies wi II pre
fer that all Manage processing be handled by computer de
partment personnel only. However, Manage is designed so 
that a businessman or manager can use the system directly, 
with a minimum of data processing orientation. Reports to 
be printed (maximum of 99) are generated from only one 
pass through the data file, regardless of the complexity of 
the specified reports. 

This chapter provides the user with general information on 
Manage program and fi I e characteristi cs, and on system 
component programs. These component programs are ex
plained in detail in Chapters 2, 3, 4, and 5. Appendix A 
presents some sample Manage deck setups, and Appendix B 
gives DCB names used by the Manage processors. Appendix 
C describes the use of registers for own-code linkage during 
the FILEUP phase of operation. Appendix D shows several 
sample Manage runs. 

In the following chapters, certain conventions have been 
adopted for defining Manage commands. Capital letters 
indicate command words that are required in the literal 
form shown. Lower case letters are figurative representa
tions of parameters. Command parameters encl osed by 
braces (I l) indicate a required choice. Parameters en
closed by brackets ([]) are optional. 

MANAGE PROGRAM CHARACTERISTICS 

The programs that constitute Manage may be classed as 
II10ad and go" file-processing compilers. Each is a gener
alized program oriented toward a data file dictionary. Each 
data file dictionary describes the format of one specific data 
file. Using control parameters and applicable data file 
dictionaries, these programs perform the following functions: 

• Create and maintain files in almost any format. 

• Retrieve information, selectively or nonselectively, 
from such files. 

• Report and/or summarize retrieved information accord
ing to the user's requirements. 

File creation and maintenance entails setting up a new file 
or modifying the contents of an existing file. File mainte
nance functions consist of inserting, deleting, and chang
ing records in a file. 

Data retrieval includes the selection of records (or parts of 
records) from a single master file or two matching files. 
The selection criteria are specified by the user and allow 
him to examine the relationships between data fields, con
stants, and the results of arithmetic operations on data 
fields. Up to 99 criteria can be specified in anyone re
quest, linked by either of the logical operators AND and 
OR. Selection tests include II grea ter than ", IIless than", 
and "equal toll conditions, as well as their negatives. 
Data-retrieval queries involving a file can be processed in 
a single run, or as groups of up to 99 such queries involv
ing the same file. It is also possible to select every rec
ord (or parts of every record) by the absence of selection 
criteria and the incl usion of an additional parameter. 

Report generation involves editing of selected data fields 
into a prescribed format and sequence, automatic insertion 
and alignment of columnar headings, counting of items 
within groups, performing necessary punctuation of numeric 
data, and summarizing data in the report. 

MANAGE FILE CHARACTERISTICS 

The data file dictionary is the central control element in 
the Manage system. It consists of definitions (recorded in 
a RAD-based I ibrary) that precisely describe the character
istics of a particular data file. Because each data file dic
tionary relates to only one data file, a system contains as 
many dictionaries as there are files. All current data file 
dictionaries are contained in file DICT. 

Control and formatting parameters need be defined only 
once; they are central ized in dictionary form in the RAD 
library. Note that this is an improvement on conventional 
program generators, which typically require file definition 
parameters to be submitted as input each time a report is 
prepared from a file. 

Manage processes records that are organized by fields. 
Each field contains data in anyone of the following 
representat ions. 

1. Alphabetic: the standard SDS EBCDIC character set. 
The various Manage programs will insert, change, or 
compare fields containing up to 255 bytes of this type 
of data. Up to 999 bytes of data of this type may be 
defined as a text field for insertion and change pur
poses. However, the various Manage processors can 
use a maximum of 255 of these bytes for comparison 
and sorting purposes. No arithmetic wi II be per-
formed on al phabeti c fields by these processors. 

Introduction 



2. Binary: a fixed-point, signed, binary int.eger value, 
from 1 to 4 bytes in length. Arithmetic and algebraic 
comparisons may be performed on data of this type. 

3. Packed Decimal: a signed, decimal digit value, from 
1 to 31 digits long, packed into a 1- to 16-byte field. 
Arithmetic and algebraic comparisons may be performed 
on data of th is type. 

Files to be handled by a Manage processor must be sequen
tial files. These sequential fi les may consist of either 
fixed- or variable-length records. If fixed-length rec
ords are specified, Manage wi" process blocked records 
from user-formatted or foreign files. Variable-length rec
ords may be blocked only in Monitor-formatted files. 

A variable-I ength record consists of a fixed-length root 
segment and a variaple number of multiple-entry fields. 
Any number of different multiple-entry fields may be spe
cified. Every multiple-entry field must specify a counter 
field in the root segment of each record. This counter field 
contains the actual number of multiple entries existing in 
that record, and is controlled automatically by Manage. 
If more than one multiple-entry field cites the same counter 
field, the multiples are said to be grouped. One of the 
fields in a group is designated as a group key. Deleting 
a group key deletes the entire group. 

The number of multiple-entry fields actually appended to 
a variable-length record is controlled by the values found 
in the counter fields. The order of appearance of all 
multiple-entry fields is specified by the user. 

Fdr example, consider a personnel master file in which each 
employee is represented by one logical record. The fixed 
portion of each record might contain identification and cur
rent status, while the multiple entries show level of educa
tion and job history. None or all of these types of fields 
could be present, but always in the same order of appear
ance, with Degree first, Major second, Job third, etc. 

Counter Counter 

The value in the counter specifies how many fields actually 
exist. Figure 1 shows such a variable-length record. 

MANAGE SYSTEM COMPONENTS 

Programs that constitute the Manage system interface with 
the dota file dictionary that describes the format of the 
specifi c data fil e to be processed. Using parameters from 
control cards and appl icable data file dictionaries, the pro
grams perform fi Ie creation and maintenance, selective and 
nonselective data retrieval, and report generation. The 
programs in the Manage system are shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Manage Programs 

Program 
Name Purpose 

Dictnary Creates and maintains Manage file 
dictionaries and generates dictionary 
listing. 

Fileup Creates and maintains data files. 

Retrieve Performs selective and nonselective 
data retrieval and formatti ng. 

Report Generates reports automatically (in-
put is from Retri eve). 

Sort Called as a subroutine to perform 
preliminary sorting for Dictnary, 
Fileup, and Retrieve data, and 
for Report I istings when required. 

1 2 ,. ________________ ~* ________________ ~------*----~ 
,----___ ~I , 1-

Group 1 Group 2 

No. 
Degree Major Job 

Degs 
No. 

Name 
Hire Current 

Rate 
and 

Jobs Prog-
Date Position Majors AA MA MBA PHD LLD Art Lit Acct Hist Law Manager 

05 
02 rammer 

.... 41-----Fixed-Length Root Segment ---.~""4t-----------Multiple-Entry Fields -----------.~ 

Note that group 1, composed of fields Degree and Major, is controlled by counter field 1, "No. Degs and Majors" but 
that group 2, composed of Job only, is controlled by counter field 2 "No. Jobs". Degree could be designated a group 
key; then, deleting the third Degree (MBA) would also delete the third Major {Acct}. 

Figure 1. Sample Variable-Length Record 

2 Manage System Components 



GENERAL PROCEDURES 

The processes of file definition (via Dictnary), and file 
creation and maintenance (via Fileup) continue to be the 
responsibil ity of experienced computer analysts and pro
grammers. However, the need for technical talent to make 
use of a Manage-oriented information system decreases 
markedly after the initial data base creation. Once the 
appropriate information has been captured in computer 
files, managers can make extensive use of it without any 
intervening computer programming effort. This reduces 
the delay between conception of a report and its actual 
del ivery. 

The system is extremely flexible, and is very useful for un
anticipated exception reports. Additionally, the user may 
request output of a catalog containing either the di ctionary 
of a particular data file, or the complete contents of file 
DICT (all current data file dictionaries). A catalog of an 
individual data file dictionary contains user-supplied in
formation for the file and its fields, ordered by starting
byte position, and a list of field names and their starting
byte positions, ordered alphabetically. 

The quick response time of a Manage information system 
is achieved through use of its general purpose retrieval 
program. This program selects requested information from 
a data file on any Sigma storage medium. The selection 
and the final disposition of the information is initiated by 
fi II ing in the following set of request forms: 

1. General Request Specifications Form 

2. Retri eva I Spec i fi cati ons Form 

3. Retrieved Output Specifications Form 

These simple forms are capable of describing highly com
plex combinations of retrieval and reporting. Each re
trieval described by the forms is called a request and is 
given a request number. Up to 99 multiple requests can 
be satisfied at the same time, that is, by a single pass 
through the data file. The Retrieve control cards that are 
punched from the forms, whether for a single request or for 
multiple requests, need not be entered in any definite order. 

The request specification forms are filled out, giving the 
characteristics of the retrieval and reporting operations. 
They are punched on cards and provided to Retrieve, wh ich 
reads them and verifies them for correct syntax. The speci
fications for all the required reports are then placed in a 
report specification output file. The specified data base 
file is then opened and each record in it is examined. If 

needed, a matching "secondary" file record can also be 
included in the selection process. Under this procedure, 
only those primary records with a matching secondary will 
be examined for retrieval. In the event of multiple secon
dary records with a matchi ng primary, onl y the first secon
dary will be examined for retrieval. All fields in both 
matching records are accessible for any standard usage. 
The retrieval criteria for each individual request are used 
to select records or portions of records from the inputs and 
to pass the "hits" into a retrieved output file. 

The report-specification and retrieved-output files are 
passed to Report for the final processing steps. The speci
fications for listing each report are examined in the fol
lowing cycle: 

1. If the report is in a sequence different from that of the 
original data base, Sort is called to create a re
sequenced fi I e. 

2. The report is formatted as specified in the originating 
request. 

3. The report is pri nted. 

EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION REQUIREMENTS 

The minimum system requirement is a Sigma 5/7 with Batch 
Processing Monitor capabil ity. It is estimated that most 
meaningful appl icati ons can be processed with 15,000 words 
of storage available for the Manage processors and working 
areas. Also, approximately 28,000 words of RAD storage 
wi II be dedicated to Manage program storage. Each user 
file dictionary entered into the system will require approx
imately five words of RAD space per defined field. 

All Manage processors use byte string operations, thus re
quiring the byte string simulator on the Sigma 5. 

If any packed-decimal fields are defined by the user, or 
if print-editing functions are requested, the decimal hard
ware or decimal simulator is required. 

The retrieval process is programmed to generate a large 
temporary file (the retrieved records) on the RAD. The 
space required is therefore user-dependent and cannot be 
estimated. If magnetic tape units are available, the user 
may reduce his RAD requirements by assigning the retrieved 
records to tape. 

The report process may call upon Sort before I isting each 
request. This will require temporary RAD space to hold all 
data records retrieved for a given request. If magnetic tape 
units are available, the user may reduce his RAD require
ments by assigning the Sort program's files to tape. 

General Procedures/Equipment Configuration Requirements 3 



2. DICTNARY 

Dictnary is the Manage dictionary-generating program 
that creates and updates the data file dictionaries, which 
describe the user's file characteristics. These user data 
file dictionaries are in turn processed by other Manage 
programs. (Any non-Manage program may read the dictio
nary, but alteration by other than the dictionary genera
tor is not allowed.) The data dictionaries are kept in the 
system RAD library as the file named DICT. Two records 
are required for each user's file description. In addition 
to generating dictionaries, Dictnaryoutputs a catalog of 
file dictionaries and other information, subject to user 
specification. 

Logically, the dictionary generator must be the first Man
age function to be performed, but it is independent of other 
Manage programs and need not be run with the others. It 
is important that the correct time and date be input at sys
tem load-time to ensure proper dating when the dictionary 
generator and the other Manage programs are call ed. 

Each data file dictionary contains the following information: 

1. General user file structure. 

2. Format of the records that constitute the user file. 

3. Attributes of the data fields contained in a record. 

4. Processor-dependent parameters such as punctuation 
and column headings for the Report program. 

FILE CONSTRAINTS 

Each file must have at least one sort key. This parameter 
is required by Fileup to ensure proper sequence of the data 
base. 

All fields (other than sort key fields) may be redefined 
completely or in part. For example, an alphabetic area 
defined as II ADDRESS" might have two other fields called 
"STREET" and "CITY" which reference parts of the overall 
area. Redefinition is also permitted for fields containing 
packed decimal or binary values, but is not permitted for 
multiple-entry fields. 

In addition, each data file with variable-length records is 
subject to the restrictions I isted below: 

1. Files containing blocked records must be Monitor
formatted (LABEL or FILE parameter in a DCB ASSIGN). 
Unblocked records may be either Monitor-formatted or 
user-formatted (DEVICE parameter in a DCB ASSIGN). 

2. Multiple-entry fields, ordered consecutively must 
follow the fixed fields in a record. 

3. A multiple-entry field must reference a separate 
counter field (present in every record) that contains 
the number of iterations of the multiple-entry field 
in that record. 

4 Dictnary 

4. A counter field may be referenced by more than one 
multiple-entry field, but each multiple-entry field 
may reference only one counter. Counter fields must 
always be defined as binary values. 

5. .Counter fields and key fields may not be defined as 
multiple fields. 

6. Groups of multiple fields that reference the same 
counter must always have a group key field. In a 
group consisting of only one data field, it also is 
designated as a group key. 

The maximum number of fields in anyone data file's dic
tionary is 409. The maximum number of multiple-field 
groups per fi Ie is 15. 

Record and field sizes are generally limited by the number 
of digits that can be handled in the size columns of the 
specification cards. However, the following outline pre
sents practical limitations: 

1. Binary fields are I imited to 4 bytes. 

2. Packed-decimal fields are limited to 31 digits, plus 
an algebraic sign. 

3. Mixed-mode arithmetic operations or comparisons 
wi \I not be performed by Retri eve or Report. 

4. Alphabetic fields are limited to 255 characters for 
comparison and sorting purposes. 

5. Text fields are limited to 999-character fixed fields. 
No arithmetic or editing can be done. (If a text 
field is a key field, comparison is limited to the first 
255 characters.) The purpose of text fields is to print 
horizontal text in Report regardless of other column 
usage. 

6. Depending on field size, other Manage programs may 
truncate (from the left) or round values when doing 
arithmetic operations. 

7. If user labels consist of multiple records and/or an 
end-of-file gap, the file must be specified as user
formatted. 

CALLING DICTNARY 

Input for a Dictnary run consists of the following cards: 

1. Dictnary processor call card. 

2. Fi Ie definition cards. 

3. Field definition cards. 

Sort orders the definition cards by file name, card type, 
fixed fields, multiple fields, and starting position or 
multiple-order number. File dictionaries are processed 
one by one and field by field. Errors wi II be flagged by 



diagnostic messages accompanied by the incorrect card 
image. If errors are found, the new version will be re
jected without affecting the existing di ctionary. (If the 
catalog is restricted to successful updates and creations, 
the file's dictionary will not be cataloged. If the catalog 
is to be of all dictionaries, the old version, if any, will 
apply.) 

The catalog will be output after all updates and creations 
have been processed. The first page of the catalog con
tains the names of files successfully updated or created. 
The exceptions are dictionaries that have been deleted 
and those with a suppress indicator on the file definition 
card. Deleted file dictionaries are noted in messages 
output before the catalog. 

Formats of Dictnary cards are given below. An asterisk (*) 
after column numbers indicates that the field is optional. 

The format of the Dictnary processor call card is fixed. 
As it signals BPM to link the dictionary generator, it must 
be the first card in the deck. Its form is shown below, 

(DICTNARV£ {~} 
where 

!DICTNARY 
umn 1. 

is required as shown, starting in col-

n indicates a blank character in column 10. 

Ii) } A indicates the type of catalog to be printed. 
S A blank character in column 11 specifies that 

the catalog is to consist of those file diction-
aries successfully created or updated during 
this run. An A indicates that the catalog is to 
consist of all file dictionaries in existence. An 
S (suppress) means that no catalog is to be 
printed. 

Both file and field definition cards may be input for more 
than one fi Ie at a time without being ordered. 

FILE DEFINITION CARD 

See Figure 2 for a diagram of the file definition card. The 
file definition record is not required when an existing dic
tionary is being changed. 

Columns 

2-9 

Description 

1: identifier for file definition records. 

File name: a left-justified name composed of 
eight al phabeti c (E BCD IC) characters. Em
bedded blanks are not allowed, though trail
ing blanks are acceptable. The allowed char
acters are A to Z, 0 to 9, @, $, #, and %. 

CO'lumns 

10-13 

14-16* 

17* 

18* 

19-80* 

Description 

Maximum logical record length: from 0001 
through 9999 bytes, with leading zeros; field 
is blank if only a di ctionary I ist is required 
(see column 18). 

Blocking factor: for user-formatted file, from 
001 through 999; for Monitor-formatted file, 
zeros or blanks. (See column 18). 

User header label indicator: an H indicates 
that the header is a single record, F indicates 
that the header consists of one or more records 
ending with a file mark. (See column 18). 

Dictionary list option: an L means that this 
file's dictionary should be purged of any void 
entries and then I isted. The L option is used 
when other specifications on this card are blank 
and no field definition cards for this file are 
input. An S indicates that the listing of this 
dictionary creation or update should be sup
pressed (unless the Dictnary processor card 
specifies that all dictionaries be listed). 

Comments: lefT-justified alphanumeric field 
to be listed in the dictionary catalog. 

An existing dictionary may be deleted completely by sub
mitting a fi Ie definition card with no record characteris
tics or dictionary list option (that is, columns 10 to 18 
blank). The complete deletion of a file dictionary will be 
noted in the listing output before the catalog with the file 
name and a suitable message. Also, the latest contents of 
any dictionary may be listed by submitting a file defini
tion card with an L in the dictionary list option (column 18). 
A scan will take place to purge void entries. (A void entry 
is created when an existing definition is changed from a 
fixed field to a multiple-entry field. This void entry exists 
until the next update or list of that dictionary, at which 
time it is deleted.) 

FIELD DEFINITION CARD 

See Figure 2 for a diagram of the field definition card. 

Columns 

2-9 

10-17 

Description 

2: identifier for field definition records. 

File name: a left-justified name composed 
of eight alphabetic (EBCDIC) characters. Em
bedded blanks are not allowed, though trail
ing blanks are acceptable. The allowed char
acters are: A to Z, 0 to 9, @, $, #, and %. 

Field name: a left-justified name composed 
of eight alphabetic (EBCDIC) characters. 
Embedded blanks are not allowed, though 
trai I ing blanks are acceptable. The allowed 
characters are: A to Z, 0 to 9, @, $, 
#, and %. 

Fi Ie/Field Definition Card 5 
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Figure 2. Manage Dictnary Specifications 

Columns 

18-21 

22-24 

25* 

Description 

Starting-byte position or mul tiple-entry order: 
four-digit starting-byte location of this fixed 
field. The leftmost byte in a record is byte 
0001, the second is 0002, etc. If the field is 
a multiple-entry field, this value indicates its 
ordering as to all other multiple-entry fields, 
that is, 0001 for the first multiple-entry field, 
0002 for the second, etc. Blanks are used if 
th is field is to be deleted. 

Field length: from 001 through 999 bytes, 
with leading zeros. Blanks are used if this 
field is to be deleted. 

Key level: if the field is blank, it is not a 
key field. An M indicates that this is a 
multiple-entry group key. It associates ai I 
multiple entries tied to the same counter. A 
numeral from 1 through 9 indicates that this 
is a file sort key. The specified value is the 
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Columns 

26 

27 

Description 

sort level, where 1 specifies the primary-level 
sort, 2 is the secondary-level sort, etc. A 
text fi eld comparison is I imited to the first 
255 characters. Note that at I east one fixed 
field must be a sort key, and one multiple 
field in each counter field's group must be 
the group key. 

Sort direction: used for file sort key fields 
only, where a blank indicates an ascending 
sort, and D indicates a descending sort. 

Field type: indicated by one of the following 
codes. 

Code Type Maximum Length 

B Binary 4 bytes 

P Packed decimal 16 bytes 



Columns 

28* 

29* 

30* 

31* 

32* 

33* 

34-41* 

Description 

Code Type Maximum Length 

A Alphabetic 255 bytes 
(EBCDIC) 

T Text 999 bytes 
(EBCDIC) 

Note that packed decimal fields always con
tain an odd number of digits equal to (byte 
length x 2) -1. If the field type is text, com
parison is I imited to the first 255 characters. 

Decimal scal ing (for packed decimal fields): 
specifies the number of positions to the right 
of the decimal point. The field may contain 
a blank (no decimal point will be printed), or 
a numeral from 1 through 9. For example, a 
field whose length is specified as seven digits 
and has a decimal point code of 3 takes the 
form nnnn. nnn upon being printed. Note that 
the decimal point is not actually carried in 
the data, but is inserted only at the time of 
printing. 

Zero suppress: a Z entry inhibits the printing 
of leading zeros for the fieldls contents. If 
column 29 is left blank, leading zeros are 
printed unless the field also has a C (comma) 
specification in column 30. 

Comma insertion: a C causes commas to be 
inserted in a numeric field prior to printing. 
Commas are pi aced to the I eft of every th i rd 
digit counting from the units position. Thus, 
a numeric field whose contents are 1000000 
will be printed as 1,000,000. If the contents 
were 0600000, the displayed quantity would 
appear as 600,000. Note that comma inser
tion forces suppression of leading zeros, 
whether specified or not (see zero suppress 
code, above). If column 30 is blank, commas 
are not inserted, nor are leading zeros sup
pressed (unless zero suppression is explicitly 
called for by use of the zero suppress code). 

Dollar sign: a $ character causes a dollar 
sign to precede the most significant digit of 
a numeric field on printout. If column 31 is 
left blank, a dollar sign is not inserted. 

Minus sign: a II_II causes a trailing minus 
sign to be printed when the field!s content 
is negative. If column 32 is blank, the sign 
of the value will not be printed regardless of 
the fieldls content. 

Multiple-entry indicator: an M indicates 
that this is a multiple-entry field. 

Multiple fieldls counter name: name of the 
previously-defined root-segment field that is 

Columns 

42* 

43-80* 

Description 

the counter for the number of occurrences of 
this field in any given record. The left-justified 
name is composed of eight alphabetic (EBCDIC) 
characters. Embedded blanks are not allowed, 
though trailing blanks are acceptable. Theal
lowed characters are A to Z, 0 to 9, @, t H, 
and %. 

Audit: an A indicates that a change of data in 
this field due to a file update will cause the en
tire record to be dumped in an audit fi Ie. 

Standard column heading: up to 38 EBCDIC char
acters of heading to be used when this field is 
printed. The> character (greater than) will in
dicate a new heading line for REPORT. 

An already existing field definition may be deleted by sub
mitting a field definition card with no characteristics other 
than file and field name (that is, columns 18 to 80 blank). 
A fieldls deletion will not be noted. 

SAMPLE FILE DESCRIPTION 

Definition of a sample personnel master file and the asso
ciated field names are listed below. The file contains fixed
length records (that is, no multiple-entry groups) and is 
maintained in employee-number sequence within each com
pany division. 

Field Description 

Corporation Division 
Number 

Employee Number 

Employee Name 

Street Address 

Employee Address 

City and State 

Zip Code 

Social Security 
Number 

Date of Birth 

Sex 

Marital Status 

Field Name 

DIVISION 

EMPNO 

NAME 

Ll 

ADDRESS 

L2 

ZIP 

SOSECNO 

BIRTHDTE 

SEX 

MARITAL 

Comments 

A five-digit 
number 

First I ine only 

The entire address 

Second line only 

Month, Day, Year 

M or F 

Code Meaning 

M married 

S single 

D divorced 

W widowed 
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Field Description 

Citizenship Status 

Date of Hire 

Month of Hire 

Year of Hire 

Rate at Time of Hire 

Number of 
Dependents 

Job Description 

Current Pay Rate 

Date Pay Rate 

Field Name 

CITIZEN 

HIREDATE 

HIREMO 

HIREYEAR 

HIRERATE 

DEPEND 

POSITION 

PAYRATE 

Comments 

Code Meaning 

A alien 
B native born 
N na tura I i zed 

Month, Day, Year 

$xx.xxx 

$xx.xxx 

Month, Day, Year 

Dictionary specifications for this example are shown in 
Figure 3. The resultant dictionary is shown in Appen
dix D, Figure 5. 

Established PAYDATE 

5JDlS 

DICTNARY MESSAGES 

All specifications on definition cards will be examined. 
Errors wi II cause output of an appropriate message, pre
ceded by a printout of the incorrect record. In the mes
sages shown below, the parameter "a" represents the user's 
fi Ie name, and "b" or "c" represents the user's field name. 

BAD SYS OR RAD I/o RETURN: nn 

There has been an irrecoverable and unexpected return 
while processing fi Ie DICT, where nn represents the BPM 
return code. 

DICTIONARY SPECIFICATION READ ERROR 

There was an error by Sort in reading the specifications. 
Dictnary aborts. 

FILE a DICTIONARY DELETION 

This message records a successful dictionary deletion; it 
precedes the catalog printout. 
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Figure 3. Sample Personnel Master Fi Ie Specifications 
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FILE a FIELD b BOUNDARY OUTSIDE RECORD 

The specified field begins at zero or ends outside the 
boundaries of the record. Check the field start position 
and length against total record length. 

FILE a FIELD b COUNTER NOT BINARY OR HAS 
NO GROUP KEY 

Output of this message is due to one of the following causes: 

1. A fixed field that was tagged as a counter field by a 
multiple field is not binary. 

2. There is no multiple field designated as the group key 
associated with this counter field. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL AUDIT INDICATOR 

A value other than A or blank has been input. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL CARD TYPE 

The card type was neither a 1 nor a 2; 2 is assumed. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL COMMA INSERT 

A value other than C or blank has been input. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL COUNTER NAME 

Either a nonlegal alphabetic character combination has 
been found, or the given field does not exist in the cur
rent dictionary. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL DECIMAL SCALING FACTOR 

The value is nonnumeric. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL DOLLAR SIGN INSERT 

A value other than dollar sign or blank has been input. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL FIELD LENGTH 

Either a nonnumeric value, blanks, or all zeros have been 
found, or the length is too large for the type of field. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL MULTIPLE ENTRY ORDERING 

Either a nonnumeric value, blanks, or all zeros have 
been found, or there is a gap in the ordering. All further 
multiple-entry definitions will result in errors. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL NAME 

Output of this message is due to one of the following causes: 

1. An illegal alphabetic character combination in file Or 
field name has been input. 

2. A duplicate-named field definition card has been input. 

3. A group key fi eld has been specified as a counter field. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL NEGATIVE SIGN 

A value other than minus or blank has been input. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL REPLACEMENT OF 
COUNTER FIELD 

A change from a fixed- to a multiple-type field has been 
defined, but other multiple fields require this field as their 
fixed-field counter. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL SORT KEY DIRECTION 

If this field is a sort key field, a value other than A or D 
has been found. If th is field is not a sort key, a nonblank 
value has been found. 

FILE a FIE LD b ILLEGAL SORT KEY LEVEL 

One of the following conditions has occurred: 

1. A nonnumeric value or zero has been found for a fixed 
field, or the key level has already been assigned to 
another field. 

2. A nonblank value other than M has been found for a 
multiple field. 

3. Another multiple-entry field has been previously desig
nated as the key to this group. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL STARTING BYTE POSITION 

A nonnumeric value, blanks, or all zeros have been input. 

FILE a FIELD b ILLEGAL ZERO SUPPRESS INDICATOR 

A value other than Z or blank has been input. 

FILE a ILLEGAL BLOCK ING FACTOR 

A nonnumeric value or an embedded blank has been found 
in the user's file blocking factor. Note that an all-blank 
factor is legal, as it indicates a Monitor-formatted file. 

FILE a ILLEGAL BLOCKING OF VARIABLE 
LENGTH RECORDS 

Manage will not process user-blocked records with multiple
entry fields. The acceptable forms for variable-length 
records are Monitor-formatted file or user-formatted un
blocked file. 
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FILE a ILLEGAL HEADER INDICATOR 

The indicator was not an F, an H, or a blank. 

FILE a ILLEGAL LOGICAL RECORD LENGTH 

A nonnumeric value, a blank, or all zeros have been found 
when the card is neither a delete nor a list-only option card. 

FILE a KEYS IMPROPERLY SEQUENCED 

Either there is not at least one sort key, or the sort key 
level numbers are not contiguous. 

FILE a MEMORY OVERFLOW 

Output of th is message is due to one of the foil owing causes: 

1. There are too many fields for the new dictionary. Over
flow may be caused by void entries, or by an excess of 
definition cards being created or transferred from the 
old version. 

2. Not enough working core was available to set up the 
dictionary. This may happen during the update or cat
alog phase. 

3. After processing some entries, additional working core 
was not available to hold more standard column headers. 

4. Work areas have become saturated by defining too many 
fi I es on one pass. 

Further analysis of this file's dictionary by Manage is 
inhibited. 
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FILE a NAME ILLEGAL 

There is an illegal alphabetic character combination in 
the fi I e name. 

FILE a NO DICTIONARYOR TYPE 1 CARD 

One of the following conditions has been found: 

1. An attempt has been made to I ist a nonexistant 
dictionary. 

2. Field definition cards have been input without a pre
vious dictionary to update, or a type 1 file definition 
card is needed to create a new dictionary. 

FILE a NONEXISTENT DICTIONARY 

The file's dictionary is not in file DICT. 

FILE: a TRANSFER OF FIELD: b REQUIRES 
IMPROPER OR DELETED COUNTER FIELD: c 

Multiple-entry field b, in a previous version of the dic
tionary, requires field c as its counter. Field c has been 
deleted, changed to a nonbinary type, or made a multiple 
field in the current update. 

MORE THAN 15 MULTIPLE FIELD GROUPS 
IN THIS FILE 

There are too many multiple-entry field groups in the 
fil e. 



3. FllEUP 

Fileup is the MANAGE program that creates or maintains 
data files that are defined in file DICT. Two methods of 
file creation or updating are available to the user: the 
gang method, and the selection method. 

1. The gang method accepts a single set of data and up
dates every record with it, regardless of previous rec
ord values. 

2. The selection method accepts data that appl ies to each 
master record, and updates records according to key 
field selection and requested functions. 

Specifications for an update may be kept permanently in 
the I ibrary under the user's account number. Th is proce
dure eliminates the need to submit the same parameters for 
each run, and shortens overhead for successive runs of the 
same files. The transaction file is not limited to card im
ages. However, individual fields that are to be handl ed 
as signed numeric data must be in hardware-compatible 
form. 

Transactions can be sorted by Fileup, if requested. Re
placement, algebraic addition, and blank- or zero-fill 
may be specified on individual fields. Other operations 
must be done with user own-code routines. In addition, 
entire records may be selectively deleted or inserted using 
Fileup. 

MASTER FILE DESIGN 

The master file is defined in file DICT. It is the file 
against which all changes are applied. The old version 
of the master file is one of several inputs to Fileup. The 
new version is output incorporating all changes. The Man
age dictionary generator (Dictnary) imposes the following 
constraints on design of the master file: 

1. Each file must have at least one sequence key. 

2. Each multiple group must have a group selector key 
field. 

To ensure file sequence, Fileupwill not act on the se
quence key fields or their overlays. Therefore, any 
changes to these fields must be made by deleting the ori
ginal version of the record and inserting a complete new 
record as a sepa~ate transaction (see record function codes). 

Fileup will act on variable-length records which meet 
the design requirements of the dictionary generator 
(Dictnary). Each multiple group must have one of the 
fields within the group designated as the group selector 
key. This field must have unique values so as to identify 
individual occurrences of the group even though Fileup 
is not concerned with the sequence of all occurrences. 

The counter field that controls the number of occurrences 
in a group is automatically maintained by Fileup and must 
not be cited in the update specifications. 

Selection of an occurrence is made by identifying a group 
selection key value (not by its place or order of occurrence). 
Group selection keys can only be deleted, inserted,or re
placed. The replacement option identifies the occurrence 
so that action on other fields within the group can take 
place. Usually, group sel~ction keys wi II be associated 
with complete group occurrences rather than with individ
ual values. Once a group selector key is establ ished at a 
given level of occurrence, all multiple-entry fields within 
the group will continue to exist until the group selection 
key field is deleted. Conversely, if a group key is deleted, 
the entire group of fields at that level is also deleted. Any 
change involving a multiple field must be tied to a group 
sel ector key val ue as well as to the record sequence keys 
for compl ete indentifi cation to the occurrence level. 

TRANSACTION FILE DESIGN 

The transaction file is defined by the specifications to 
Fileup with the file and field names serving as the link to 
the dictionary definition of the master file. The transac
tion file may contain interleaved records of more than one 
design. Though each record will have more than one field, 
the record will, hereafter, be called lIa transaction. II 
Transactions will contain the changes to be applied to the 
master file within the limits set under IIMaster File Design ll 

above. Except for the following requirements, transaction 
design is up to the user, including overlaying and redefini
tion of field positions. 

1. All transactions must be the same length. 

2. All sequence key fields of the master file must be in 
every transaction. 

3. If transactions are of more than one design, a trans
action code field must be defined to identify the vari
ous formats. 

4. If a combination of delete-a-record, insert-a-record, 
or change-a-record functions is required, a record 
function code field must be defined to identify the 
function of each transaction as a whole. 

5. All transactions must have sequence key fields, trans
action code field, and record function code field in 
the same locations. 

6. Transaction codes and record function codes will be 
considered alphabetic (EBCDIC). 
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Transactions are not restricted to card images. Record 
function codes for records are shown below in their order 
of evaluation. 

Code 

D 

U 

Meaning 

Delete a record if all keys match. 

Insert record in proper sequence if keys do 
not match. 

Update a record if all keys match. 

If key conditions are not as expected, the transaction rec
ord is I isted and no change is made to the master fi I e. If 
no record function code is speci fied, the type of run wi II 
determine the default condition. A creation run will de
fault to an insert function, while an update run will 
default to an update Junction. 

A transaction must be input for each occurrence level of 
a multiple field. Sequence key values must be repeated 
and the corresponding group selector key field value must 
be present for occurrence identification. 

AUDIT FILE DESIGN 

Audit fields may be defined in the dictionary so that 
master file changes can be monitored. An audit file will 
be created if changes are made affecting an audit field. 
The fi Ie wi II contain the entire record from the old input 
version of the master file. Specific causes are given below. 

1. An update to one or more audit fields in a record. 

2. Deletion of a record due to the record function code. 

3. Deletion of a record on a return from own-code (see 
below) to the delete function. 

USER OWN-CODE 

Fileup can be incorporated in the user's library as a num
ber of special purpose programs with user own-code modules. 
The user assembles his program as independent relocatable 
object modules and then builds an overlay structure (with 
his new load module name) that merges his program with 
the Fileup root segment (FIlEUPO). This results in a unique 
program for that particular file maintenance task. The user 
may then callout any desired version and specify links to 
his own-code at any or all of the following points: 

1. Before opening either version of the master file. 

2. Immediately before writing the output master file or 
volume header, and after reading the input master 
file or volume headers. 

3. Immediately after reading a logical record from 
the input master file. (A delete record return 
is provided.) 
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4. Immediately after matching a master record to a trans
action, with access to both records. 

5. Immediately before writing d logical record on the out
put master file regardless of transaction changes. (A 
delete return is provided.) 

6. Before closing the transaction, the audit, the input 
master, and the output master fi I es. 

Trailers will not be handled by FileuPi hence, they must be 
processed by user own-code. 

Specifying user own-code accesses on the file update card 
will cause the link to be attempted. If the link is not suc
cessful, an immediate abort will occur. 

External entry points for own-code to be defined in 'the 
user's program are given in explanations of Fileup specifi
cation cards, below. 

A file update may reference: 

1. Specifications 

2. Transactions 

3. DICT 

4. Old master 

5. New master 

6. Audit 

The specifications and DICT files will be read and inter
preted first. Fileup will then reference the transactions, 
audit, and old and new master files. Therefore, a maximum 
of four DC& wil i be active at one time; a user with linked 
own-code routines may use his own DCBs. 

FIELD CONVERSION 

Fileup will convert transaction data to the correct type 
for the master fil e. However, the user must be aware of 
certain size limitations. For example, the user is respon-
sible for correctly scaled inputs (integer is assumed). 
Table 2 below shows transaction field size limitations 
and restrictions. 

An alphabetic transaction field may not be all blank 
when a zero numeric value is intended. At least one 
right-most zero must be explicitly present. Note the 
use of the conditional replacement function code to 
bypass this restriction. 

When an alphabetic transaction field contains negative 
values to be converted to packed deci mal or binary form, 
it must have an overpunch (11-zone punch) over the 
least significant digit. 



Table 2. Transaction Data Field Sizes 

Transaction Field 
Data Type 

AI phabetic (E BCDIC) 
or text 

Binary 

Packed Decimal 

Alphabetic (EBCDIC) or text 

Equal. 

Maximum transaction 
field byte length is 
4 bytes. tt 

Maximum byte length is 
equal to 
(master byte I ength/2) + 1. tt 

Master Field Data Type 

Binary 

Maximim transaction 
field size is 10 bytes. t 

Less than or equal to 
master length. 

Maximum transaction 
field size is 6 bytes. t 

Packed Decimal 

Maximum byte length is equal to 
(master byte I ength x 2) - 1. 

Maximum transaction field byte 
length is 4 bytes. tt 

Less than or equal to master 
length. 

tAn arithmetic overflow trap may occur during the actual up'date. Some values fall within the maximum transaction field 
size, but overflow the maximum hardware binary value (231 - 1) upon conversion. The run wi II be aborted. 

ttArithmetic truncation of significant data may occur if the master field is not large enough to contain the converted 
value. The run will be aborted. Numeric transaction fields may be smaller than the master field. An automatic left
zero fi II occurs. 

CALLING FILEUP 

Input for a Fileup run may consist of the following cards: 

1. Fileup processor call card. 

2. File update card. 

3. Field update cards. 

Fileup will call Sort to read (via the M:SI DCB) and sort the 
specifications by card type function, transaction code, and 
starting byte position. If no errors exist in the specifica
tions, the actual update occurs. 

If input/output errors are encountered during a run in either 
the old master file or the transaction file, the record will 
be listed on the logging device along with an error message 
telling which file was in error. Any sequence error in the 
master or transaction files or illegal hardware arithmetic 
operation will immediately terminate the job. On input/ 
output errors, the user has the option of either ending the 
run, or bypassing the error and continuing the update. If 
continuation is elected, a sort of the transaction file will 
also allow continuation on input/output errors. Assign
ments must be made for both master files and the audit files. 
An assignment for the sorted transactions may be made but 
will default to the RAD. No file releases may be entered 
on the assignments, but may be done later via the File Man
age program. 

If requested, the transaction fi Ie wi II be sorted according 
to key fields, record function codes, and transaction code. 
Therefore, changes with the lowest record function code and 
transaction code for a given master record will be performed 
first. Gang transactions are sorted along with other trans
action types. They wi II not be acted upon unti I their key 

values bring them in sequence with the master file. (Note 
that mul tiple fields cannot be ganged.) In addition, the 
user must ensure that only one record for each gang trans
action is input, since a later record of the same transaction 
type will replace previously input values. 

During the processing of a transaction, the fields will be 
processed in order of their starting byte in ascending order. 
More than one transaction may apply to a master field. 

During creation of a new record, Fileup will preset alpha
betic fields to blanks (hex. 40), binary fields to zero 
(hex. 00), and packed decimal fields to zero (hex. OOC). 
Note that this is for computational convenience only, and 
does not create a null state. If not updated by the user, 
such preset fields wi II be treated as val id data by Retrieve 
and Report. Undefined areas will be preset to binary zero. 

Formats for Fileup run cards are given below. An asterisk 
(*) after column numbers indicates that the field is optional. 
Register use for own-code linkage is given in Appendix C. 

The Fileup processor is called from the System Library with 
a Fileup call card. Its form is shown below. 

! FILEUP {~l {{~} name} 

where 

! FILEUP is required as shown, starting in 
column 1. 
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{~l 

{~l 

indicates the type of run. One of the fol
lowing codes must be in column 11. 

Code Meaning 

C Create a new fi Ie. 

U Update an existing file. 

.£ Delete the I ibrary, where b repre
sents a blank character. 

name} is the I ibrary action code. One of 
the following codes must be in col
umn 13. 

Code Meaning 

L Specifications are to be ob
tained from the I ibrary under 
the name in columns 14 to 17. 

A Specifications are to be ob
tained from the M:SI device 
and are to be added to the 
I ibrary under the name in 
columns 14 to 17. 

D Delete the library specifi
cations named in columns 
14 to 17. No new specifi
cations should follow this 
processor ca II card. (When 
D is used, column 11 should 
be blank.) 

name contains the I ibrary name 
(left-justified) of the specifica
tions in columns 14 to 17. This 
field should be blank if column 
13 is blank. 

is Specifications are to be obtained 
from the M:SI device and are not 
to be saved. 

If a change to library specifications is made, the entire 
set must be input via the M:SI device. 

The specifi cations below define the format of the input 
transaction file described by the type 3 card. Each trans
action record format is derived by Fileup by grouping to
gether all the type 4 cards with the same transaction ID 
code. The sequence key fields in the transaction records 
are defined only once, and are assumed to apply to every 
type of transaction record. The transaction fields are 
given the same name that is used in the dictionary for the 
master file to permit association of new data with the old. 

FILE UPDATE CARD 

See Figure 4 for a di agram of the fi I e update card. 
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Columns 

3-10 

12-15 

17-19* 

21* 

23* 

24* 

25* 

26* 

27* 

28* 

30* 

32* 

34-37* 

Descri ption 

l:... identifier for a file update card. 

Master file name: name of the file being 
updated. 

Transaction record length: logical rec
ord length in the transaction data file • 

Transaction blocking factor: blocking 
factor for user-formatted transaction 
file. A blank indicates a Monitor
form atted fi Ie. 

Transaction file header: for user
formatted files only. An H indicates 
that the header label is to be skipped. 
An F signals the presence of one or 
more labels followed by an EOF mark. 

Own-code on opening: a Y specifies 
own-code I inkage to FUPOP before 
opening any files. 

Own-code on header: a Y specifies 
own-code linkage to FUPHD for val
idating an input user header, and for 
creating an output user header. 

Own-code on input: a Y specifies own
code I inkage to FUPIM after reading 
each input master record. 

Own-code on transaction: a Y indicates 
own-code linkage to FUPMT after suc
cessfully matching a change transaction 
to an input master record. 

Own-code on output: a Y signals own
code I inkage to FUPOM before writing 
each output master record. 

Own-code on cI osing: a Y indicates 
own-code I inkage to FUPCL after all 
record processing is complete, but be
fore closing any files. 

Sort: an S means sort the transaction file 
according to keys and record function 
code prior to update process. 

I/O error bypass: a B indicates bypass 
any transaction or input master file input/ 
output errors and continue processing. 

Transaction ID starting byte: indicates 
the starting byte (from 0001 to 9999) 
in transactions of the field that deter-
mines the fermet of the transaction. 
This parameter is not needed if there 
is only one transaction format. 
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Figure 4. Manage Fi I eup Specifications 

Columns 

39* 

41-44* 

Description 

Transaction code length: byte length 
of transaction code (1 to 4). This 
parameter is not needed if there is 
only one transaction format. 

Record function code field position: 
byte position of single character record 
function code (0001- 9999). 

FIELD UPDATE CARD 

See Figure 4 for a diagram of the field update card. 

Columns 

3-10 

12-19 

Description 

4: identifier for a field update card. 

Master file name: name of the file 
being updated. 

Master field name: name of the master 
field associated with the transaction data. 

Columns 

21-24* 

26-28* 

30* 

Description 

Transaction starting position: starting 
byte position (0001 to 9999) of trans
action data associated with the master 
field. The field must be blank for the 
B or N function (see field function code 
below). 

Transaction field length: byte length 
(001-999) of transaction data. This 
field must be blank for the B or N 
function of the field function code 
(column 32 below). 

Data type: code for type of transaction, 
where A means alphabetic (EBCDIC), T 
means text, B represents binary, and P 
specifies packed decimal data. Note 
that Fi leup automatically converts trans
action data to the appropriate master 
form as specified in llField Conversion ll 

above. This field is blank for the B or N 
function of the field function code. 
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Columns 

32 

Description 

Field function code: action code for 
specified transaction fields when 
app lied to correspond i ng mas ter fi e I d. 

Code Meaning 

A 

B 

C 

D 

G 

N 

R 

s 

Algebraic add. Add the trans
action field value to the master 
field. Illegal when master field 
is alphabetic or a multiple-entry 
group selector field. 

Blank fill. Clear master field to 
blanks. No field in the trans
action is required for this action. 
Illegal for nonalphabetic fields 
OJ multiple-entry group selector 
fields. 

Conditional replacement. If the 
transaction field is not blank or 
zero (depending on data type), 
replace old master field value 
with transaction field value; other
wise, take no action. 

Delete occurrence of the multiple
entry group identified by this group 
selection key. Only allowed for 
multiple-entry group key fields. 

Gang Replacement. Replace mas
ter field value with transaction 
field value in every master file 
record from the one identified by 
the sequence keys until the end 
of the file or until the transaction 
is replaced by another. Not al
lowed with multiple-entry field. 

Insert occurrence of multiplegroup 
identified by the multiple-entry 
group key. Only allowed for 
multiple-entry key fields. 

Numeric zero fill. Clear master 
field to the correct type of zeros 
for the field type. No field in 
the transaction is required for this 
action. Illegal for multiple-entry 
group key fields. 

Replacement. Uncon~:Htionally 
replace master field value with 
transaction field value. 

Sequence key field. This field 
applies to all transaction records; 
therefore, transaction code is not 
appl icable. 
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Columns 

34-37* 

Descri ption 

Transaction code: left-justified value of 
code that identifies type of record asso
ciated with this specification. Blank for 
sequence key fields. 

CREATION OF A SAMPLE MASTER FILE 

A system for creating and updating the Amalgamated Cor
poration's personnel master file is described below. It 
assumes that a compl ete record is generated for each 
new employee by keypunching two transactions (coded 
as 10 and 11) from a hiring form. Changes in job title 
and pay rate result in a third type of transaction (coded 
22) which changes an existing master record. The trans
action records are shown in Figure 5, and the required 
Fileup definitions in Figure 6. The record function 
code (column 80) would normally be an I in trans
actions coded 10 and 11, since these represent a new 
hire and should not match a previous master record. Sim
ilarly, transactions coded 22 would have a function code 
of U in column 80, since they represent changes to ex
isting records. 

The Fileup specifications show that the field in columns 
70 to 74 of the transactions coded 11 is to be placed 
in both the hire rate and current pay rate fields in the 
master. Similarly, the field in columns 64 to 69 of the 
transaction is both the hire date and date of current pay 
rate. However, the submission of a transaction coded 
22 at a later date will change only the current pay rate, 
date of current rate, and job title. 

The Fileup specifications show either field function 
codes of S, which identifies the transaction file key 
fields, or C, which specifies conditional replacement 
of nonblank transaction fields. This permits partial 
transaction records to be generated. Note that se
quence key fields are defined only once in the Fileup 
specifications, but apply to all transactions. If any 
item of information is unknown for a new hire, it may 
be left blank in the transaction record and will be ig
nored by Fileup. At some later date, the missing in
formation may be submitted on a transaction with a 
record function code of U in column 80. This will 
cause Fileup to seek a match between the transaction 
and the previously establ ished master record. At this 
point, Fileup will again ignore any blank transaction 
fields {which by now are already in the file} and will 
pick up only the items being filled in. 

FILEUP MESSAGES 

The fOllowing messages are output during Fiieup. A 
printout of the incorrect record may accompany the 
message. 



MULTIPLE CARD LAYOUT FORM 

R 

EMPLOYEE ~ S : f ~ ~ 
DIV NO. C NAME STREET ADDRESS CITY-STATE ZIP CODE E I I P T 

o X T ZI~ ~ 
D A E D N 
E L N S 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Ie 11121314151617181920 21222324252627282930 3132333435363738 3940 4142434445 4e 47 48 49 50 515253545556 57 58 5960616263646566676869707172737475 6 7787 80 

NO. 

2 ~ F 

~ ~ 
DIV EMPLOYEE S SOCIAL SECURITY BIRTH DATE STARTING JOB TITLE START DATE START RATE i 

C NUMBER MOjDYjYR MOjDYjYR SXX.XXX I 

o 0 
D N 
E S 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 1121314151617181920 212223242 26272829 30 313233343536 37 38 3940 4142434445464748 49 50 51 2535455565758596061626 6465666768697071727374 576777879 0 

3 T F 
R U 
A N 

~ CURRENT RATE CURRENT C 
DIV EMPLOYEE DATE PAY DATE CURRENT J08 TITLE T 

NO g MOjDYjYR SXX.XXX ~ 
D N 
E S 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 1213141516 1718 19 20 21 22232425262728 29 30 31 3233343536 37 38 3940 4142434445464748 49 50 5152535455565758 59606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 

4 

I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 121314151617181920 2122 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 3233343536 37 38 39404142434445464748 49 50 51525354555657585960 61626364656667 68697071 727374757677 78 79 80 

5 

12345678 91011121314151617181920212223242526272829303132333435363738394041424344454647484950515253545556575859606162636465666768697071727374757677787980 

6 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111213141516171819202122 2324 25 26 27 28 29 30 313233343536 37 38 394041 42434445464748 49 50 5152535455565758 59606; 62636465666768697071 727374757677787980 

Figure 5. Sample Transaction Records 

ALL KEYS NOT SPECIFIED ILLEGAL BOUNDARY - FIELD xx 

Either not all of the master file sort keys have been identi
fied in the transaction record, or one or more have been 
rejected due to other errors. 

The specified transaction field, as defined by its starting 
position and length, is outside the bounds of the record. 

ARITHMETIC TRAP IN THE FOLLOWING 
TRANSACTION RECORD 

An arithmetic overflow or an illegal decimal digit trap has 
occurred during a field conversion operation. A mandatory 
abort occurs. 

FILEUP SPECIFICATION READ ERROR 

An error has occurred while sorting the specification 
input through the M:SI DCB. A mandatory abort 
occurs. 

ILLEGAL CARD TYPE 

The card type code is not 3 or 4, or multiple type 3 cards 
were found. 

ILLEGAL DATA TYPE - FIELD xx 

The data type code must be A, B, P, or T. If the field (unc
tion code specifies a blank or numeric zero fill (B or N), 
it must be bl ank. 
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ILLEGAL FUNCTION-FIELD xx 

An error has been found in the field function code, which 
is subject to the following restrictions. 

1. If the field is a master sort key, the field function 
code must be S. 

2. If the transaction field is defined as text, or if the 
master field is defined as alphabetic or text, the 
field function code may not be A {addition}. 

3. If the master field is defined as binary or packed 
decimal, the field function code may not be B 
(blank fill). 

4. If the master field is a multiple-entry field, the field 
function code may not be G {gang replacement}. 

5. If the master field is a multiple-entry field and: 

a. a group selector key, the field function code 
must be I, D, C, or R. 

b. not a group selector key, the field function 
code must not be I or D. 

5J015 

ILLEGAL GROUP KEY MATCH 

One of the following conditions has been found. 

1. An insert has been requested for a multiple-entry field 
but the group key to be inserted already exists in the 
master record. 

2. A delete, replace, or update group is requested but the 
group key does not exist in the master record. 

ILLEGAL HEADER INDICATOR 

Either the transaction file header indicator is not H, F, or 
blank, or is F for a Monitor-formatted fi Ie. 

ILLEGAL I/O ERROR CODE 

The input/output error bypass indicator is not B or blank. 

ILLEGAL ITEMS SPECIFIED - FIELD xx 

The transaction field starting byte, length, and data type 
must be blank when the record function code is B or N 
(blank or numeric zero fi II). 

SIGMA MANAGE FILEUP SPECIFICATIONS AUTHOR KQP I "\0 

Maintenance File Definition DATE ~uL\l \ q69 
\ 

Maintenance Field Definition 

.• ~ ~ ,.,.,,<"0""'0 ~~ 
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Figure 6. Sample Fileup Specifications 
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ILLEGAL LIBRARY CODE 

The library action code in column 13 of the Fileup pro
cessor call card is subject to the following conventions. 

1. Must be L or A if I ibrary name is specified. 

2. Must be D if run type is blank and I ibrary name is specified. 

3. Must be blank if library name is blank. 

ILLEGAL LIBRARY NAME 

The library name in columns 14 to 17 of the Fileup pro
cessor call card must be blank if the library action code 
is blank. 

ILLEGAL MASTER LENGTH - FIELD xx 

The master field is greater than 31 bytes and therefore can
not be completely fi lied by converting the numeric trans
action field to EBCDIC. 

ILLEGAL NAME - FIELD xx 

Either the master file name in a type 4 card is different 
from the name in the type 3 card, or the field name can
not be found in the dictionary of the master file. 

ILLEGAL OWN CODE INDICATOR - CLOSE 

ILLEGAL OWN CODE INDICATOR - HEADER 

ILLEGAL OWN CODE INDICATOR - INPUT MASTER 

ILLEGAL OWN CODE INDICATOR - OPEN 

ILLEGAL OWN CODE INDICATOR - OUTPUT MASTER 

ILLEGAL OWN CODE INDICATOR - TRANSACTION 

The specified own-code indicator is not Y or blank. If 
the dictionary indicates a master file header, own-code to 
process the header is always required. If no header is 
specified in the dictionary, own-code for headers is not 
allowed. 

ILLEGAL RECORD FUNCTION CODE 

A record function code field is not I, U, or D. 

ILLEGAL RECORD FUNCTION CODE MATCH 

One of the following conditions has been found: 

1. There is no key match between the V or D-type trans
action record and a master record during an update run. 

2. There is a match between the I-type transaction rec
ord and a master record during an update run. 

3. V and D function codes were encountered in a crea
tion run without a preceding I-type record. 

ILLEGAL RECORD FUNCTION CODE POSITION 

The record function code position must be either all numeric 
(nonzero) or all blank, and must I ie within the bounds of the 
transacti on record. 

ILLEGAL SORT INDICATOR 

The transaction file sort indicator is neither S nor blank. 

ILLEGAL SPECIFICATION - FIELD xx 

Output of this message is caused by one of the following 
two conditions. 

1. A transaction data field overlaps a master sequence 
key field or a multiple-entry counter field. 

2. A master key field or multiple-entry group selector 
key has been specified more than once on the same 
transaction record. 

3. A multiple-entry counter field has been specified on 
a transaction. 

ILLEGAL START POSITION - FIELD xx 

The transaction field starting position must be either all 
numeric (nonzero), or blank if the field function code 
specifies a blank or numeric zero fill (B or N). 

ILLEGAL TRANSACTION BLOCKING FACTOR 

The transaction blocking factor must be either all numeric 
(nonzero) or blank if the transaction file is Monitor-formatted. 

ILLEGAL TRANSACTION CODE 

The value in the transaction code field does not correspond 
to any value supplied in the transaction specifications to 
Fileup. 

ILLEGAL TRANSACTION CODE POSITION 

Output of this message is caused by one of the following 
conditions: 

L The starting byte or length of the transaction identifi
cation code is not all blank or all numeric. 

2. The transaction identifi cation code length is greater 
than 4 bytes. 

3. The transaction identification code field does not fall 
within the boundaries of the transaction record. 
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ILLEGAL TRANSACTION CODE SPECIFIED - FIELD xx 

Output of this message is caused by one of the following 

conditions: 

1. The specified transaction code is longer than the code 
length shown in column 39 of the type 3 card. 

2. The transaction code must be blank if no code posi
tion is shown in columns 34 to 37 of the type 3 card. 

3. The transaction code must be blank if the field func
tion card is S (sequence key field). 

ILLEGAL TRANSACTION LENGTH-FIELD xx 

Output of this message is caused by one of the following 
conditions: 

1. The transaction field length is not all numeric {non
zero}, or blank if the field function code specifies a 
bl ank or numeri c zero fi II (B or N). 

2. The transaction field length exceeds the maximum 
permitted for the type of data, where unpacked dec
imal fields may not exceed 31 bytes, packed decimal 
fields may not exceed 16 bytes, and binary fields may 
not exceed 4 bytes. 

3. The transaction field length violates the rules of con
version to master field data. 

ILLEGAL TRANSACTION LOGICAL RECORD 
LENGTH 

The transaction record length either contains a nonnumeric 
ch'aracter or is zero. 

ILLEGAL RU N TYPE CODE 

Either the run type code in column 11 of the Fileup pro
cessor call card must be U or C, or it must be blank if a 
specification I ibrary entry is to be deleted. If nonblank, 
a I ibrary deletion wi II not be performed. 

INITIALIZATION COMPLETE-READY 
TO PROCESS FILES 

This message signals the completion of an error-free 
initialization. 

IRRECOVERABLE I/o ERROR xx 

An irrecoverable input/output error has occurred, where 
xx represents the BPM error code. The job will be con
tinued or aborted according to Fileup option. 

LABEL END MARK REQUIRES DEVICE ASSIGNMENT 
FOR INPUT MASTER 

LABEL END MARK REQUIRES DEVICE ASSIGNMENT 
FOR OUTPUT MASTER 
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LABEL END MARK REQUIRES DEVICE ASSIGNMENT 

FOR TRANSACTION 

A header, consisting of one or more records ending with a 
file mark, is indicated for the named file, but it is not as
signed to a device. Processing the fi Ie mark requires a 
device assignment. 

MANAGE FILE UPDATE LIBRARY: bb FILE: cc 

This message precedes the I isting of specifications read 
through the M:SI DCB, where bb is the library name of 
the Fileup processor call card, and cc is the master file 
name from the type 3 card. The message names the master 
file to be processed, and the name that is associated with 
the new specification library entry, if any. 

MASTER FILE SEQUENCE ERROR 

An out-of-sequence condition has been detected in the 
master file, necessitating a mandatory abort. 

MUL TIPLE FIELD PRESENT WITHOUT ITS GROUP 
KEY THIS TRANSACTION 

One or more members of a multiple-entry group have been 
defined for the indicated transaction record, but the group 
selector key is missing. Any transaction record containing 
a multiple-entry group field must also contain a group 
se I ector key. 

NONEXISTENT DICTIONARY 

Manage was unable to find the required master file dictio
nary under the specified name and current account number. 

NONEXISTENT LIBRARY 

Manage was unable to find the specification library entry 
under the name indicated on the Fileup processor call card 
and the current account number. 

NO SPECIFICATIONS ALLOWED FOR GIVEN 
LIBRARY ACTION 

] 

Transaction specifications are not expected if the Fileup 
processor call card indicated a I ibrary deletion. The speci
fi cations wi II be val idated but not saved, and the run will 
be aborted. 

NO SPECIFICATIONS INPUT 

Specifications were not avai lable through either the M:SI 
DC B or the library. 

o BSO LE iE Li BRARY 

The specification library entry has been made obsolete 
by the generation of a new master file dictionary. The 



complete set of transaction specifications must be revali
dated and added to the specification library. 

OWN CODE LINKAGE UNSATISFIED - CLOSE 

OWN CODE LINKAGE UNSATISFIED - HEADER 

OWN CODE LINKAGE UNSATISFIED
INPUT MASTER 

OWN CODE LINKAGE UNSATISFIED - OPEN 

OWN CODE LINKAGE UNSATISFIED
OUTPUT MASTER 

OWN CODE LINKAGE UNSATISFIED -
TRANSACTION 

The own-code I inkage named is not satisfied, but is re
quested in the Fileup specifications. 

TRANSACTION CAUSES MASTER RECORD TO 
EXCEED MAXIMUM SIZE 

A multiple entry group insertion transaction has been found 
which causes the master record to exceed the maximum 
logical record length specified in the Dictionary. The 
transaction is listed and rejected. A Dictionary update 
run is required to indicate a higher maximum length. 

TRANSACTION FILE SEQUENCE ERROR 

An out-of-sequence condition has been detected in the 
transaction file, necessitating a mandatory abort. 

TRANSACTION FILE SORT ERROR 

The input transaction file could not be sorted successfully. 

The messages shown below give the specified record counts 
after the successful completion of a Fileup run. 

MASTER RECORDS INPUT xxxxxx 

MASTER RECORDS ADDED xxxxxx 

MASTER RECORDS DELETED xxxxxx 

MASTER RECORDS OUTPUT xxxxxx 

AUDIT FILE SIZE xxxxxx 

TRANSACTION RECORDS IN xxxxxx 
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4. RETRIEVE 

The Retrieve program extracts data from a data base file 
according to user-specified search criteria. Retrieve ana
lyzes the user's specifications to generate the code neces
sary to satisfy the request. Requests are expected to be 
batched. A maximum of 99 requests will be processed with 
a single reading of a data base file. Retrieve performs the 
following operations: 

• Reads the retri eva 1/ report spec i fi cat ions from the 
standard input device (M:SI). 

• Transmits the report specifications to the Report 
program. 

• Interprets the retrieval search and extraction 
spec ifications. 

• Reads file DICT, which describes the file from which 
the requested information is to be extracted. 

• Generates a set of routines that satisfy the request. 

• Formats the intermediate output fi Ie records and trans
mits these formats to the Report program. 

• Executes the retrieval routines, which extract the 
requested information from the selected records of the 
request file. 

• Writes the extracted data into an intermediate output 
file for further processing by the Report program or by 
a user program. 

• Saves request spec ifications in the Manage request I i
brary, if desired. 

• Obtai ns a standard request from the request library, if 
specified. 

The Manage user controls the retrieval function by specify
ing the following: 

1. Name of the fi Ie which contains the required 
information. 

2. Criteria to be used in determining those records in the 
request file from which information is to be extracted. 

3. Information to be extracted from the selected records. 

Additionally, the user may specify whether he wishes the 
extracted information to be formatted and I isted as hard 
copy, or whether he requ i res an i ntermedi ate fi I e for further 
processing by a non-Manage program. 

The user may specify that data from two files is required to 
satisfy his request. This procedure is ai lowed when the two 
files have th~ same key (~t least to the level of the file with 
the fewest key fields), and permits positive association of 
related records. 
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File matching is subject to the following constraints: 

1. Both files must have the same key structure to the level 
of the file with the fewest key fields, as in, 

Primary Fi Ie Secondary File 
Key Field Name Key Field Name 

Div Division 

2 Location 2 Location 

3 Shop Number 3 Shop Number 

4 Equipment Class 

2. Key fields at the same level must be of the same data 
type, that is, both binary, aiphabetic, or packed 
decimal. 

3. The sequence of both files must be the same, that is, 
both ascending or both descending. 

4. Key fields at the same level are not required to have 
the same field name or length. If the lengths are dif
ferent, the following comparison procedure wi II be 
followed: 

a. Alphabetic fields will be matched from left to right, 
usi ng the I ength of the shorter of the two fi elds. 

b. The shorter of two numeric fields will be left zero 
filled and matched to the length of the longer field. 

Record selection criteria are presented to the Retrieve 
program as search specifications. A record is selected when 
the criteria are satisfied. Specifications may range from a 
"bypass search", which will yield information from every 
record in the fi Ie, to the specification of a unique key value 
criterion, which is satisfied by oniy one record in the en
tire fi Ie. 

Output specifications name the field(s) whose contents are 
required by the user. It is possible to request the contents 
of one field in a single record in the file, the contents of 
every field in every fi Ie record, or anything between these 
two extremes. 

SELECTION CRITERIA 

The user describes his record selection criteria as a I ist of 
two-term relationships separated by one of the logical 
operators AND and OR. A maximum of 20 consecutive 
AND criteria will be accepted in Retrieve in any given 
request. Note that an intervening OR criteria restarts 
this count. A criterion is specified as a relationship 
between a field in the file, end one of the following: 

1. A different fi eld 

2. A constant 

3. The result of an evaluated arithmetic expression. 



The relational operators that may be used are given below. 

Operator Meaning 

EQ Equal to 

LS Less than 

GR Greater than 

NE Not equal to 

GE Greater than or equal to 

LE Less than or equa I to 

Numeric fields that are being compared must be of the 
same data type, that is, both binary or both packed decimal. 

ARITHMETIC EXPRESSIONS 

An arithmetic expression consists of two terms connected by 
an add, a subtract, a multiply, or a divide operator. The 
terms may be 

1 • Two separate fi e Ids 

2. Evaluated results from two previously specified 
expressions 

3. A field and an expression result 

4. A field and a constant 

5. An expression result and a constant. 

Note that if two fields are specified, they must be of the 
same data type, that is, both binary or both packed decimal. 
Expressions are evaluated and saved to be used as search 
criteria or in subsequent expressions and may be included in 
the Retrieve output data. The size of a saved expression 
is always set at 15 digits plus an algebraic sign if it is 
packed decimal, or 64 bits if it is binary. Some sample 
arithmetic expressions are given below. 

Arithmetic 
First Term Operator 

Field 1 + 

Field 3 

Field 4 * 

yyy / 

Arithmetic 
Second Term Result Name 

Field 2 xxx 

xxx yyy 

+ 15.7 zzz 

+37 nnn 

AI though an expression consists of an arithmeti~ operation 
involving only two terms, it is possible to build up expres
sions of almost any desired complexity by successive itera
tions of this process. For example, to evaluate 

x == A + B + 2C _ E 
D 

set up the problem as follows. 

Arithmetic 
First Term Operator 

C * 

B + 

/ 

+ 

Arithmetic 
Second Term Result Name 

+2 

E 

where X, T l' and T 2 are i nterna I storage fi e Ids to be de
fined at run-time by the Retrieve processor. 

Arithmetic expression results are made available for all sub
sequent comparisons and may be included in the retrieved 
output data. 

Retention of fractional significance (number of decimal 
places) in arithmetic-expression results is as follows: 

1. Addition and subtraction: the result is carried to the 
greatest number of decimal places in either term. 

2. Multiplication: the result is rounded to the greatest 
number of decimal places in either term. 

3. Division: the result is truncated to the greatest number 
of decimal places in either term. 

Since arithmetic expressions may be randomly interspersed 
with the criteria in a request, it is not always apparent 
which expressions will be evaluated under a given set of 
conditions. Retrieve always begins with the first line of a 
request and processes the following lines in consecutive 
order. However, the request contains implied branch points 
that are governed by the contents of the record being ex
amined. There are two conditions that cause portions of 
the request to be ignored. They are: 

1. A comparison that is true, that is, one that satisfies 
the conditions imposed by the user, and that has OR 
as a logical connector. In this case, the record will 
be selected, and all subsequent request I ines wi II be 
ignored. In the example of Figure 7, lines 01 and 02 
are always evaluated, but if line 03 is true, all further 
I ines will be ignored for that data record. 

2. A comparison that is false, that is, one that does not 
satisfy the user's condi tions, and that has AN D as a 
logical connector. In this case, the next line to be 
evaluated or compared will be the line following the 
next OR connector, if there is another OR in the re
quest. If there are no more OR connectors before the 
END connector, the record will be rejected. In the 
example of Figure 8, if line 01 is false, then lines 02 
and 03 are inconclusive and are skipped. Line 04 will 
be compared but may be in error since NEW % may not 
have been evaluated. 

As long as neither of these conditions obtains, evaluation 
of arithmetic expressions and examination of comparison 
criteria will continue in sequence until the END connector 
is reached. 
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REQUEST NO. SIGMA MANAGE RETRIEVAL SPECIFICATIONS 
AUTHOR \(o\? \ TO I ' , , f·~c I} 

1234567 DATE ~~ '\ ,9. b9 

Ii FIRST TERM • ••.••. OPER OPERA~D 
LOG. 
CON. 

I· FIELD OR 
i :O ... pii LITERAL CONSTANT VALUES i 

AND 

LINE I::::::.·.: 
ARITHMETIC 

OR 

RESUL T NAME "T" F'E;~ ~:e~:: ~~:'AL: I ARITHMETIC ....... 
E>P 

NO. 
RESUL T ""lAME E"'lO , 

8 Q J 911 1213 14 151617 18 .,..2021 n 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3< 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 6061 6263 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 '475 76 77 

o 1 / •.. ~ E W .r;r,,~. E ...•.. ,. +.000 
I 

I~E~OOO IEXP I 

o 2 ,q N.B,~A,2l> •...... + +.000 : ~&.TO,O,D EXP 
o 3 ~p EN I~I:Q .•••.•• £,Q \+ o • : I &.~ 
o 4 It. EWOoo :J, T&.TO,oo : i I ;~ E~W/" I E"tLP 
o 5 t>I \l.IST.,A>~\ i~f.\ i· ~ I A .,,,~,,O:.''''L;-t.~5 • : E'l\\I"b 

i.' I ,. 

Figure 7. Sample Comparison with OR Connector 

REQUEST NO. SIGMA MANAGE RETRIEVAL SPECIFICATIONS 
AUTHOR 'WP \TO 

..lllL'l '969 II I I iijc 1';1 
1234567 

LITERAL CONSTANT VALUES 

o 1 

o 2 

0,3 

o 4 

Figure 8. Sample Comparison with AND Connector 

DATA FORMATS 

Some of the significant characteristics of the data base fi Ie 
from which data can be retrieved are given below. 

1. Variable-length records are permitted.' A variable
length record differs from a fixed-length record in 
that a variable-length record wi" contain one or 
more multiple-entry fields. These fields contain a 
list of different values which the field has assumed or 
might assume at different times or under different 
condi ti ons. 

2. Data base fields may be binary integer, packed deci
mal, or alphabetic (EBCDIC). 

3. A binary field must be from 1 to 4 bytes long and must 
lie within byte boundaries. 
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4. Variable-length fields are not permitted. A given 
field is the same size in every record of the file. How
ever, in the case of a multiple-entry field, the fixed
length value may occur a variable number of times. 

5. A counter field in the root segment must be specified 
for every multiple-entry field. This binary field con
tains the number of occurrences of the multiple-entry 
field in any given record. One field may serve as a 
counter for several multiple-entry fields. 

CALLING RETRIEVE 
The Retrieve program uses the Batch Processing Monitor 
for file services and for overlay loading, and Dictnary to 
determine the format of the request file. Retrieve passes 
those parameters that desc ri be the report format to Report, 
as well as the intermediate file data and intermediate file 
format information. 



Input for a Retrieve run consists of the following cards: 

1. Retrieve processor call card. 

2. General request specification card (type A). 

3. Title and heading card (type B). 

4. Retrieval specification card (type C). 

5. Retrieved output card (type D). 

Up to 99 requests (sets of A, B, C, and D cards) may follow 
the Retri eve processor call card. 

After the processor call card, general request specifications 
are input on card types A and B. Following these may be 
a list of retrieval specifications (card type C). These 
specifications will define record selection criteria and 
arithmetic expressions, if a selective search is required 
(that is, search mode in column 30 of card type A record 
is S). Retrieval specifications typically contain: 

1. One of the following conditions: 

a. The name of a field, which is a record selection 
criterion, and a constant or I ist of constants against 
which the criterion field value is to be compared. 

b. The name of a criterion field and the name of 
another field in the record, the contents of which 
are to be compared against the criterion value. 

c. The two terms of an arithmetic expression, which 
can be a combination of field names, constants, 
or the resu Its of previously evaluated expressions. 

d. The name of a previouslydefinedarithmeticexpres
sion result, and any other criterion field or constant. 

2. One of the following relational operators for a crite
rion expression: 

Operator Meaning 

EQ Equal to 

LS Less than 

GR Greater than 

NE Not equal to 

GE Greater than or equal to 

LE Less than or equal to 

3. One of the following algebraic operators for an arith
metic expression: 

Operator Meaning 

+ Add 
Subtract 

* Multiply 

/ Divide 

4. One of the following: 

a. A logical operator that connects two criterion 
statements (AND, OR). 

b. An expression identifier (EXP). 

c. An end identifier (END). 

The next input form is the retrieved output card (type D). 
Although this form contains a great deal of information, 
the Retrieve program is concerned only with the names 
of the fields that are to be extracted from the selected 
records, and the order in which these fi elds are I isted by 
Report. The order of listing the extracted field names de
termines the format of the intermediate file record. Each 
request in a given batch generates its own specific output 
format. In a batch of 99 requests, the maximum record 
size that can be listed is 1648 bytes (412 words). The max
imum increases by four bytes for each request under 99 in 
a batch. These specifications are brought in during Retrieve 
and validated there, so as to maintain a single entry point 
of parameters into the system. 

Every request will undergo a thorough validity check. Di
agnostics will be returned to the requestor to indicate such 
conditions as: 

1. Required parameters missing or in the wrong place. 

2. A fi eld named in the request not defined for the re
quest field. 

3. A fi eld mode inconsistent with its use. 

If errors are found in a request, the request is aborted after 
identifying as many of the errors as possible. If the dictio
nary for the request file is unreadable, the entire run is 
aborted. 

Formats of these cards are given below. In the following 
card definitions, an asterisk (*) after column numbers indi
cates that the field is optional. 

The format of the Retrieve processor call card is given below. 

~RETRIEVE 

where! RETRIEVE is required as shown, starting in column 1. 

GENERAL REQUEST SPECIFICATION CARD 

See Figure 9 for a diagram of the general request spec ifica
tion card (type A). 

Columns Description 

1-4 Request number: any four characters identifying 
all the specification records that pertain to a 
given request. 

6 A: identifier for a general request specification 
Zc;rd. 

8 Li brary request: an L means that the Manage 
request library should be searched for specifi
cations previously saved under this request num
ber. The I ibrary specifications wi II constitute 
the request to be processed. The only changes 
accepted from the current request specifications 
wi II be reporting system parameters (col umns 
36 to 54). 
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SIGMA MANAGE GENERAL REQUEST SPECIFICATIONS 

(CIRCLE DESIRED OPTIONS) Retrieval System 

REQUEST NO. REQUEST SPECIFICATION LIBRARY CONTROL OUTPUT DISPOSITION USER RETRIEVAL FORMAT 

SECONDARY FILE TO PERFORM SEARCH Is REPORT GENERATOR R ENTIRE RECORD 

A~~~ L 
ADD REQUEST 

SPECIFICATION TO A PRIMARY FILE BY,PASS SEARCH USER PROGRAM U 
SELECTED FIELDS: 

REQUEST SPECIFICATION IB PACKED MULTIPLES 
MANAGE LIBRARY I (I--------fiirl--------i--------L-I--------+-+-"-.:..C=-=..:c..:.:.;,..=--+-I 

VALIDATE SPECS. ONLY V PERMUTED MUL TlPLES 
I I I I I I I 

1 2 3 4 5 6 10 11 1 2 13 ; 4 15 16 17 18 1 9 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 130 32 3~ 

(CIRCLE DESIRED OPTIONS) 
Reporting System 

REPORT FORMAT REPORT DATE 

o SINGLE SPACE 1 SPECIAL 1 4 

G DOUBLE SPACE 214"WIOEX11" 1 2-PART 2 6 PRINT CURRENT 

DATE ON EACL..f 0 
REPORT PAGE 

36 38 40 42 ~4 46 47 48 49 51 5253 54 

REQUEST NO. Report Title - Text To Be Printed At Top Of Every Page 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 

Title Page - Text To Be Printed On Initial Page 

o 2 

o 3 

o 4 

o 5 

o 6 

o 7 

o 8 
I , , I I ! 

o 9 

1 0 

1 1 

1 2 .. 
1 3 

1 4 

1 5 
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Figure 9. Manage General Request Specifications 

Columns Description 

8 (cont.) The saved request will be checked to ensure that 
a change to file DICT has not occurred since the 
card was originally submitted. If a DICT change 
has occurred, the library copy is obsolete and 
must be completely resubmitted. 

If this parameter is left blank, the primary file 
name (columns 12 to 19) and secondary file name 
(columns 21 to 28) parameters must be submitted. 

10* Add to request library: an A means that this re
quest should be added to the Manage request li
brary under this request number. If a previous 
request was saved under this number, it will be 
replaced. This parameter is ignored if the user 
intends to validate specifications only. 

12-19 Primary file name: an eight-character name of 
the data base file to be searched. If column 8 is 
blank, this parameter is required. 

21-28 Secondary file name: an eight-character name of 
a second fi I e to be matched to the primary fi Ie. 
If specified, retrieval will take place only when 
primary records have a matching secondary. The 
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Columns Description 

matched records may be considered as one logical 
entity, with freedom of selection of any field in 
either record. Primary field names take prece
dence over duplicated secondary field names. 
Note that all requests in a batch either must 
specify the same secondary file-matching param
eter, or must all be blank. 

30 Search mode: an 5 means to selectively search 
for records meeting the criteria shown in the re
trieval specifications {below}. B means to bypass 
the search criteria. Everyrecordwillberetrieved 
according to the output specification (type D). 
No retrieval specifications may be included. If 
column 8 is blank, this parameter is required. 

32 Disposition of output: an R means that the re
trieved data is to be sent to the Report program. 
U spec i fi es that retri eved records are to be wri tten 
in a separate file for processing by a user program. 
Oniy one request per batch in Retrieve may specify 
this option. V means validate the request spec
ifications, but bypass the actual execution. If 
column 8 is blank, this parameter is required. 



Columns Description 

34* User program retrieval format: one of the codes 
shown below. 

36* 

38* 

40* 

Code Meaning 

E Output the entire record in its orig
i nal form to a user fi I e for own-code 
manipulation. 

P 

S 

Permute multiple-entry groups. One 
record is created in the output file for 
every occurrence in each group. Further
more, each occurrence is created in an 
output record wi th a II other occurrences 
in all groups to be retrieved. 

Output selected fields in compact form. 
(This is the option used for fi les with no 
multiple-entry groups.) The number of 
output recordswill be equal to the highest 
number of occurrences in any multiple
entry group, or a minimum of one record 
if no groups are involved. When all the 
occurrences in a shorter group have been 
output, a null value will be used until 
the longest group has been exhausted. 

Report format: one of the codes shown below. 

Code Meaning 

D Print detai I records (that is, all records 
retri eved) . 

G Print grouped detail lines (that is, the 
key fields for the first in the group). 
Break control fields wi II print only when 
their values change. 

S Print summary total lines only. 

Pri nt control: a 1 means that the report is to be 
single spaced, with double-spaced totals. A code 
of 2 means that the report should be double-spaced, 
and that the totals should be triple-spaced. 

Page size: one of the codes shown below. 

Print Lines 
Page Posi- Per 

Code Size tions Page 

14 inches wide, 132 52 
11 inches long 

2 8-1/2 inches wide, 85 52 
11 inches long 

3 11 inches wide, 108 38 
8-1/2 inches long 

o Special form, to be 
mounted at list time. 
Print positions and 
total lines are entered 
from the operator's 
console. 

Reports are listed in order by page size, paper type, and 
request number. 

Columns Description 

42* Type of paper: a code of 1, 2, 3, 4, or 6 speci
fies that the report be printed with other requests 
using a 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, or 6-part form. Nocode 
is required for a special form (see page size 
above). Note that those reports that require the 
highest number of copies of a given page size are 
printed first. 

44* 

46-49* 

51-54* 

Report date: a D means that the current date (i n 
the form mon dy 'yr) is to be inserted in a head
ing line at the top of each page. 

Number of records to skip: a four-digit number 
of primary file records to be skipped before this 
request becomes active. Each request in a Re
trieve batch may specify a different value. 

Maximum number of output records: a four-digit 
maximum number of records to be written in the 
output file for this request. 

TITLE AND HEADING CARD 

The title and heading card (type B) is shown in Figure 9. 
This card is optional. 

Columns Description 

1-4 

6 

8-9 

11-73 

Request number: must be the same four-character 
identification that appeared in the general re
quest specification card (type A) above. 

~ identifier for a title and heading card. 

Line number: a code of 01 identifies a single 
I ine of text (maximum of 63 characters) to be 
centered at the top of every page except the pre
face. A code of 02-99 identifies and sequences 
up to 98 lines of text to be printed on separate 
pages prefacing the request listing. The request 
form is preprinted with 02 to 15. If additional 
prefacing text is required, numbering should con
tinue consecutively (16, 17, etc.). 

Text: text lines to be used as a page heading or 
a report preface. 

RETRIEVAL SPECIFICATION CARD 

The retri eval specification card (type C) is shown in Figure 10. 

Columns Description 

1-4 Request number: must be the same four-character 
identification that appeared in the general request 
specification card (type A) above. 

6 C: identifier for a retrieval specification card. 

8-9 Line number: a code of 01-99 sequences I ines of 
retrieval criteria and arithmetic expressions. The 
retrieval search operation and expression evalu
ation are carried out in line-number sequence. 
The form is preprinted with 01 to 25. Should a 
single search specification require more than 25 
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REQUEST NO. SIGMA MANAGE RETRIEVAL SPECIFICATIONS 

11 '2'3'41~'~J!1 
FIRST TERM !OPER OPERA~D 

LOG. 
CON. 

FIELDOR :~~P LITERAL CONSTANT VALUES AND 
DR 

LINE ARITHMETIC 
,Rln FI:;D O~c'RITH. 1 I ARITHMETIC EXP 

NO. RESUL T NAME 
I RESUL T NAME END 

B Q 't~flll 121314 15 i6 1718 120 21,:22:123 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3. 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 5253 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 6263 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 75 76 77. 
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I 
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1 
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2 2 ~> : I' 

2 3 1 : I 

2 4 .,.' 
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Figure 10. Manage Retrieval Specifications 

Columns 

8-9 
(cont.) 

11-18 

20-21 

23-30 

or 

23-73 

Description 

lines, numbering should continue consecutively 
(26, 27, etc.). 

First term: an eight-character name of the data 
base field (either primary or secondary) to be 
acted upon, or the name assigned to the result of 
a previously defined arithmetic operation result. 

Operator: the logical or arithmetic function to 
be applied to the value defined by the first term 
name. 

Field or expression result name: see the descrip
tion of first-term name above. 

Literal constant: one or more literal values. An 
arithmetic expression may specify only one nu
meric literal. A retrieval criterion may specify 
multiple literals separated by commas. Multiple 
I iterals must all be of the same type and num
ber of digits, with the same decimal scaling 
(if applicable). 
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Columns 

23-73 
(cont.) 

66-73 

Description 

If the first term parameter is a packed decimal 
field, a numeric literal consists of a plus or minus 
sign, a maximum of 15 digits, and a decimal point. 
For example, +385. and -16.7 are literal constants. 

If the first term is a binary field, a numeric lit
eral consists of an algebraic sign and a maximum 
of 10 digits (maximum value is 231 _1). (Note 
that under these conditions, a numeric literal 
may not contain a decimal point.) 

If the first term parameter is alphabetic, an al
phabetic literal wi1\ consist of an equal sign fol
lowed by up to 49 characters and a trailing 
comma, as in =ABC,. Literals must be alphabetic 
if the first term parameter is alphabetic. 

Arithmetic expression result name: an eight
character name to be assigned to the result of 
an arithmetic expression. The resultant value 
takes on the computational characteristics of the 
fi rst term parameter, and may be treated as a 
data base field on all subsequent specification 



Columns Description 

66-73 lines. The size of the result is always 15 digits 
(cont.) plus algebraic sign ifdecimal, or 64 bits if binary. 

75-77 Logical connector: one of the connectors given 
below. 

Connector Function 

AND Connects a given specification line 
(n) and the following line (n+ 1) with 
a logical AND operation. Both n 
and n+ 1 must be II true" to satisfy 
the retrieval criteria. 

OR Connects line (n) and line (n+1) with a 
logical inclusive OR. That is, the 
criteria are satisfied if either speci
fication is true, or if both are true. 

EXP Identifies an arithmetic expression 
specification. 

END Identifies the last retrieval specifi
cation card in a request. 

Note that the field from columns 23 to 73 is known as the 
operand field. 

RETRIEVED OUTPUT CARD 

The retrieved output specification card (type D) is shown in 
Figure 11. 

Columns Description 

1-4 Request number: must be the same four-character 
identification that appeared in the general re
quest specification card (type A) above. 

6 D: identifier for the retrieved output specifica
tion card. 

8-9 ~ine number: a code of 01 to 99 that controls the 
format of the Manage output. Both the retrieved 
records and the listed report will maintain data 
fields in the sequence determined by the line 
number. A field that is entered on line 01 will 
be the leftmost field on the report, and so on. 

11-18 Field name, numeric literal, or expression line 
numbers: if the parameter is a field name, Retrieve 

SIGMA MANAGE RETRIEVED OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS 
AUTHOR _______ _ 

~~c:~~~~ 
L~'~~ :~~:. .,,," ~~" REPORT COLUMN HEADING (OVERRIDES DICTIONARY ENTRY) PRINT FORMAT PICTURE 

(OVERRIDES DICTIONARY ENTRY; ::"~;;t:,~~".c (.:: 2}"J.o;t;,~ 
OR EXPR. L,"E NO. :""; ~r~' ~ V' ~. ~r~ 

,8 9 ,1112131415161718 ,20" " 29 30131 1°' 1142 43_44 45~ 47 ~49 ~~] 5253 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 636465 66 ~68 6~JO 7!J2 73_74 7576 

10,1 

10,2 

1 0 ,3 

0,4 i i i L _1 1 1 1 1 I L 

10 5 

10,6 

107 

10,8 

10,9 

1& 

1 ,1 

-.!~ 

1,3 

1,4 

1,5 

1,6 

1,7 

1,!, 

19 

12,0 

21 

2,2 

2,3 _L 

2,4 

12L? 
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Figure 11. Manage Retrieved Output Specifications 
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Columns Description 

11-18 will extract the appropriate value and place it 
(cont.) in the output record. It will be listed by Report 

unless specifically suppressed. Any following 
arithmetic expressions may reference the output 
field by its line number. 

20 

22 

24 

26 

A numeric I iteral consists of an algebraic sign 
followed by up to seven digits, or by up to six 
digits and an embedded decimal point. A nu
meric I iteral does not create an output field and 
will not be listed, but any following arithmetic 
expressions may use it at list time by referencing 
its line number. 

An arithmetic expression consists of a two-digit 
line number, an arithmetic operator (+, -, *, /), 
and a second line number, v/ith no embedded 
blanks. The two line numbers must reference a 
previously-defined output field or numeric literal. 

Nonprint indicator: an N suppresses the printing 
of the output field or arithmetic expression de
fined on this line. 

Sort level: a number from 1 to 9, or blank. If 
nonblank, it identifies this field as a report se
quence field and specifies the level of sort. The 
highest level is 1 and the lowest is 9. If the des
ignated report sequence fields match the data 
base keys, or if no sort level is found, the re
port is to be listed in the original file sequence 
and the Sort program wi II be bypassed. Note 
that the designation of sort fields is independent 
of the designation of control break fields. 

Descending sort indicator: a D means that the 
report requence field should be sorted in descend
ing order. 

T ota I break contro I: a number from 1 to 9, or 
blank. The named field is to initiate the desig
nated level of totals whenever itchanges in value. 
The highest-level-total break control value is 1. 
For example, a 3 means that the field is to be 
used as the control field for 3rd level totals or 
group counts. When the information in the field 
changes, 3rd level totals or group counts wi II be 
printed out for all total fields indicated as sum
ming level 3 (see below), and also on all lower
level total fields. (Higher-level control breaks 
always force lower totals to be printed.) The 
specified level of total break control may be as
signed to only one field in the output specification. 
The value field must be a data base field or a re
trieval arithmetic result field. If no total breaks 
are specified, the report wi II be a simple I istwith 
final totals only. The total byte length of all 
fields used for total breaks may not exceed 255 
bytes. 

~--lote that the designation of bieak contiO! fields 
is independent of the designation of sort fields. 
Regardless of any sorting, a change in value of 
a break control field from one retrieved record to 
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Columns Description 

26 another causes the appropriate level (and all lower 
(cont.) levels) to become II active". All sums, item counts, 

minimums, maximums, and averages tied to each 
active level are then printed. 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

Summing level: a number from 1 to 9, F, or blank. 
The named field or expression result is totaled and 
associated with nth level total breaks (F = Final 
Total). Up to 15 summed fieldsmay be displayed. 
For example, when a 4th level total break is taken, 
a total will be printed out for the field named, if 
summing level 4 is indicated in column 28. Sev
eral fields can be designated as summing level 4; 
totals for all of them will print out when a 4th 
level break is taken. Multiple fields to be totaled 
may be associated with different break levels. 
For example, fields 9, 10, and 13 could be asso
ciated with 2nd level breaks, while fields 8 and 
12 could be associated with 3rd level breaks. 
Fields 9, 10, and 13 would be indicated as sum
ming level 2, and fields 8 and 12 as summing 
level 3. (The 2nd level break would also force 
the totals on fields 8 and 12; higher levels force 
lower level totals.) However, 9, 10, and 13would 
be printed only on level 2 or higher. 

Item count: an I indicates that the field speci
fied by field name is one forwhich the user wants 
an item count. If an I is present, there must be 
an entry in column 26. When a total break is 
taken, a count of the number of items in the 
group wi II be printed. A blank in the column 
indicates that no group count is to be taken. Re
gardless of group count or any other control fea
ture, an overall item count is produced automat
ically as a final total on every report. 

Minimum value: a number from 1 to 9, F, or 
blank. The minimum value in the named field 
or expression result is retained and printed with 
the specifi ed level of total break. Up to nine 
minimum values may be displayed. 

Maximum value: a number from 1 to 9, F, or 
blank. The maximum value in the named field 
or expression result is retained and printed with 
the specified level of total break. Up to nine 
maximum values may be displayed. 

Average value: a number from 1 to 9, F, or 
blank. The average value of the named field or 
expression result is calculated and printed with 
the specified level of total break. Up to nine 
average values may be displayed. 

New page eject: an E, in conjunction with a 
total break control entry in column 26, causes 
the printer page to advance when a control break 
(change in value) occurs. The advance occurs 
after printing of the totals or group counts. If 
column 33 is left blank, page ejection is con
trolled by line count in the Report program. 



Columns Description 

34 

36-37 

41-62 

63-76 

Page number reset: an R/ in conjunction with a 
new page eject specification (column 33 above)/ 
causes page numbering to restart at 1. 

Number of blanks to right: a number from 00 to 
99. The specified number of print positions (to a 
maximum of one complete print line) will be 
skipped before the next print item is displayed. 
If blank, one space will occur before the next 
item is displayed. 

Column heading: up to 22 EBCDIC characters to 
be used as a column heading for this report (over
rides the standard dictionary heading). Thechar
acter > (greater than) wi II i ndi cate a new head
ing line. 

Print format picture: controls the preparation of 
data for printing. This specification is required 
for all arithmetic expression results that are listed. 
It is optional for fields named in the dictionary 
and/ if specified, overrides dictionary formatting 
control. The picture consists of a seri es of code 
characters that specify the following information: 

1. The number and kind of characters that wi II 
appear in the print area assigned to this item. 

2. Decimal scaling/ zero suppression/ comma 
insertion/ negative sign insertion/ and dol
lar sign insertion. 

Code characters that are used in a picture depend 
upon the nature of the data field being formatted 
as outlined below. 

Alphabetic fields 

1. An A specifies that the corresponding print 
position is to be occupied by a character 
from the data field. 

2. Any other specified character is to be in
serted in the corresponding print position. 
For example, assume a data field JUN0168/ 
and a picture of AAAfJANbAA. The display 
would be JUN 01 68. 

Numeric fields (packed decimal and binary) 

1. Z specifies zero suppression. 

9 specifies that the corresponding print po
sition is to be occupied by a number from 
the data fi eld. 

B specifies blank insertion. 

o specifies zero insertion. 

• specifies decimal point insertion and ter
mination of zero suppression. 

/ specifies comma insertion. 

Columns Description 

- specifies trailing minus if negative sum. 

$ specifies dollar sign insertion to the left 
of the high order position of the field. 

2. The rules of print editing via picture control 
are the same as those used in SDS COBOL 
(other than dollar sign insertion). 

SAMPLE DATA RETRIEVAL AND REPORT 

The personnel director of Amalgamated Corporation must 
supply the State Department of Employment with a listing 
of all noncitizen female employees. The report is to be 
ordered by name/ with the most recent employee listed first. 
The report must show name/ address, marital status, social 
security number, and starting pay rate. An averate of the 
starting pay rate for each year must also be calculated. 
Figure 12 shows the required general specifications, while 
Figures 13 and 14 show retrieval criteria and report specifi
cations, respectively. The resultant report is shown in Ap
pendix D, Figure 15. 

RETRIEVE MESSAGES 

The following messages are output during Retrieve. A print
out of the incorrect record precedes the message. 

ABNORMAL OPEN ERROR 

The request pile could not be opened. The run is aborted. 

ARITHMETIC OPERATOR USED WITH ALPHA FIELD 

No arithmetic is permitted on alphabetic (EBCDIC) fields. 
The card image is printed and the remainder of the card 
ignored. The request wi II not be executed. 

CARD TYPE ERROR 

The specification card type is not A, B, C, or D. The card 
image wi II be printed with the message and the request wi II 
be rejected after validation. 

DATA BASE RECORD TOO LARGE FOR AVAILABLE 
MEMORY 

The dynamic memory allocation algorithm was not able to 
assign suffic ient space to the data base record input buffer 
to hold one full data base record. A minimum of 1 024 words 
wi II be assigned to the input buffer under the least dynamic 
memory availability. The run will be aborted. 

DESCENDING SORT LEVEL MISSING 

The retrieved output specifications call for a report to be 
sorted in descending order on a field without specifying the 
sort level of that field. The request will be rejected after 
validation. 
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SIGMA MANAGE GENERAL REQUEST SPECIFICATIONS KOPlTO 
!CIRCLE DESIRED OPTIONS) Retr ieva I System ~\I ... 19b9 s 

REQUEST NO. REQUEST SPECIFICATION LIBRARY CONTROL 

A ~AGE LiBRA~ 
REQUEST SPECIFICATION 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

{CIRCLE DESIRED OPTIONS) 

ADD REQUE 5T PRIMARY FILE TO BE ~iC::~CA::DF;~E TO f-P_E_R_FO_R_M_S_E_AR_C_H __ -Id-(fiS-bo-"I--'PO_R_T_G_E_N_ER_A_T_O_R _j~R.r-E_N_T_'R_E_R_E_CO_R_D __ --1:.! 

5PECI~'CATION TO A PRIMARY FILE BY-PASS SEARCH 'lB USER PROGRAM U ~~~~~~E:U~'T~~~fs (s ~ 
"",6,NAGE LIBRARY li:I--------t+4--------+--------1......j--------++..:..:.:.:.::..:::..::::::..:...:..:.:....::.:O'::'----l,~ 

1M ,1'r,.5
I
T,E'tC2t VAL'DATE SPECS. O~LY V PERMUTED MULTIPLES 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

Reporting System 

o }SINGLE SPACE ( 1 i>PECIAL 

G DOUBLE SPACE 

( 3 

36 38 40 42 

po 

PRINT CURRENT 

DATE ON EAC'-I 

REPORT PAGE 

32 

(~ FILE 
RECORDS 

34 

MAX. NO. 
OF 

b4----~H+----_; 

I 
44 46 4748 49 51 5253 54 

REQUEST NO. Report Title - Text To Be Printed At Top Of Every Page 

A L,E E ~,PL,&'( ,E". 

Title Page - Text To Be Printed On Initial Page 

173313(69) SCIENTIFIC OAT A SYSTE~S 

Figure 12. Sample General Request Specifications 

REQUEST NO. SIGMA MANAGE RETRIEVAL SPECIFICATIONS 
AUTHOR \COP lTD 

Ju.L\( ) \569 

FIRST TERM ·:"i·::loPER OF'ERA'ID !(.::::: LOG. 

i~ 
FI ELO OR )IC~~P LITERAL CONSTANT VALUES i 'ONRD 

LINE ARITHMETIC 
NO. RESUL T NAME io-R'TH IES~'C;~~:E~ ~:~~~A L: : ARITHMETIC .:.:,.:. EX? 

rOPER RESUL T p."jAME END 

B Q 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 ·2 :; 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 " 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 7475 76 77 

o 1 \5,£X t.,Q i =- F ," : 
I A tJ-l) 

o 2 C!.:l., T 1.,~£ ~ .,., 'E"/;) -=-"': : I EN.b 
:' I I t 

Figure 13. Sample Retrieval Specifications 
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SIGMA MANAGE RETRIEVED OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS 
-\<.oPlTo 

REPORT COLUM~ HEADING (OVERRIDES DICTIONARY ENTRY) PRINT FORMAT PICTURE 
{OVERRIDES DICTIONARY ENTRY; 

Figure 14. Sample Report Specifications 

DICTIONARY READ FAILURE EXPRESSION TERM NOT NUMERIC FIELD OR LITERAL 

The dictionary for the request fi Ie is unreadable. The run 
is aborted. 

DUPLICATE LINE NUMBERS 

The retrieved output specification line numbers are not 
unique. The card image on which the duplicate line num
bers was detected wi \I be pri nted and the request wi \I be 
rejected after validation. 

DUPLICATE SORT OR CONTROL BREAK LEVEL 

The sort or control break level is dupl icated on another re
port specification. 

EXIT TABLE/DOUBLEWORD OVERFLOW. CUT OFF 
AT xxxx 

The combined exit table (EXITAB) and doubleword table 
(DBLWD) space requirements exceed the memory allocation 
for these two tables. Code generation will be terminated 
and all requests prior TO the one that caused the overflow 
wi \I be executed. 

EXPRESSION CONTAINS 2 LITERALS 

Both line numbers in the arithmetic expression refer to lit
erals. The expression is rejected. 

An expression line number refers to a retrieved output spec
ification line that does not specify either a numeric data 
base field, a numeric arithmetic result field, or a numeric 
I iteral. The request will be rejected after val idation. 

EXTRANEOUS DATA IN EXPRESSION FIELD 

An expression in a retrieved output specification may 
contain only two digits (0-9), an arithmetic operator 
(+, -, *, /), and two more digits. This message is printed 
along with the card image if the remainder of the field (col
umns 16 to 18) is not blank. The request will be rejected 
after val idation. 

FIELD NAMED NOT DICT NAME OR ARITH RESULT 
FIELD 

One of the fields on the card was not listed in file DICT 
as a component field of the request fi Ie; nor has it been 
previously listed by the requestor as a label to be applied 
to the result of the evaluation of an arithmetic expression. 
The request will be rejected after the remaining specifica
tions are processed. 

FILE SPECIFIED NOT BA TCHED REQUEST FILE 

A request requires a primary or secondary data base fi Ie 
other than the fi I e or fi I es spec i fi ed by the fi rst requ est in 
the batch. It should be noted that the first request is not 
necessari Iy the one that is at the front of the input deck but 
rather the request that is sequenced first by the Sort program. 
The general request spec ification card is printed and the re
quest is rejected with no further processing. 
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ILLEGAL SORT OR CONTROL BREAK KEY 

The report specification calls for a sort or control break on 
a I iteral or arithmetic expression. 

INSUFFICIENT MEMORY AVAILABLE FOR RETRIEVE 

Retrieval will not be attempted without at least 15 pages 
of dynamic memory. This message indicates that 15 pages 
are not available. The run will be aborted. 

INVALID DESCENDING SORT SPECIFICATION 

The descending sort parameter is neither D nor blank. 

INVALID DIGIT IN BLA.I'JK FILL COUNT 

The blank fill count field on the retrieved output specifi
cation card was not blank and it contained a nonnumeric 
character. The rest of the request will be validated but it 
wi II not be executed. 

INVALID DIGIT IN EXPRESSION LINE NUMBER 

A character other than 0-9 was encountered in an expression 
on a retrieved output specification card. The card image 
wi II be printed and the remainder of the request wi II be val
idated. The request is rejected. 

INVALID DIGIT IN LINE NUMBER 

At least one of the two digits in the retrieved output speci
fication line number field (columns 8,9) is not a numeric 
(0-9). The remainder of the request will be validated but 
the request wi II not be executed. 

INVALID DIGIT IN LITERAL 

An illegal decimal digit has been detected in a numeric 
I iteral. The card image is printed and the rest of the card 
is ignored. The request will be rejected after the rest of 
the request cards are processed. 

INVALID DIGIT IN NUMBER OF RECORDS TO OUTPUT 

The maximum number of retrieved output records specified 
by the user on the general request specification form (col
umns 51 to 54) contains a nonnumeric character, if it is not 
blank. The remainder of the request will be validated but 
it will not be executed. 

INVALID DIGIT IN NUMBER OF RECORDS TO SKIP 

An illegal character (not 0-9 or all blanks) was found in the 
general request specification card field stipulating the num
ber of initial primary file records to be skipped or ignored 
(columns 46 to 49). The remainder of the request will be 
validated, but it wi II not be executed. 
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INVALID EXPRESSION LINE NUMBER 

One or both line numbers do not exist, or they contain a 
nonnumeric character. 

INVALID FILE DICTIONARY NAME 

No dictionary could be found for the named request fi Ie. 
Either the file name was misspelled or the dictionary has 
been lost. The entire run is aborted. 

INVALID ITEM COUNT 

The item count parameter on the above report specification 
line is neither I nor blank. 

INVALID LOGICAL CONNECTOR 

A logical comparison is followed by a connector other than 
AND, OR, or END. The request will be rejected. 

INVALID NON-PRINT SPECIFICATION 

The nonprint parameter is neither N nor blank. 

INVALID NUMERIC LITERAL 

A literal in the above report specification is incorrect. 
Probable causes are: 

1. An embedded blank or all blanks. 

2. Multiple decimal points. 

3. A nonnumeric character. 

INVALID OPERATOR 

The operator on a retrieval specification card is not one of 
the following: EQ, NE, GR, LS, GE, LE, +, -, *, /. 
The card image is printed and the rest of the card ignored. 
The request will be rejected. 

INVALID PAGE COUNT SPECIFICATION 

The page count parameter is neither R nor blank. 

INVALID PAGE EJECT SPECIFICATION 

The page eject parameter is neither E nor blank. 

INVALID SIGN IN NUMERIC LITERAL 

A numerical literal on a retrieval specification card has a 
sign character other than + or -. The request wi II be re
jected after validation. 



INVALID SORT OR CONTROL BREAK LEVEL 

The sort or control break level parameter is neither 1 to 9 
nor blank. 

INVALID SPEC IN COL. xx 

The general request specification is in error in the column 
specified. The request will be rejected after validation. 

INVALID SUM-MIN-MAX-AVG LEVEL 

One or more of the above parameters is not a number from 
1 to 9 or F. 

I/O ERROR xx TRYING TO READ OR WRITE REQUEST 
xxxx 

The Monitor has returned an error type xx upon being asked 
to read request xxxx from the request library, or to wri te the 
request into the library. If the error occurred in trying to 
read the request from the library, the request cannot be 
processed. If the error occurred in attempting to write the 
request into the library, the request wi II be processed but 
it cannot subsequently be called from the library. 

I/O ERROR xx TRYING TO WRITE RPT SPECS 

The Monitor was unable to write a record into the report 
specification file (RPTSPC) for the reason given (xx). This 
message wi II be followed by a JOB ABORTED message, and 
the run wi II be terminated. 

ITEM COUNTING RESTRICTED TO CONTROL BREAK 
FIELDS ONLY 

An item count was specified for a field that is not a control 
break key. 

LIBRARY REQ ID xxxx REJECTED. DICTI ONARY 
OBSOLETE 

The request fi Ie DICT and, presumably, the request fi Ie it
self have been changed since the request was put into the 
library. It is necessary to resubmit the request deck after 
making any changes necessary to accommodate the current 
fi Ie structure. 

LITERAL SIZE INCONSISTENCY 

This message indicates that all literal constants in a multiple 
literal string do not contain the same number of characters, 
that a binary constant contains more than 10 digits, or that 
a packed decimal constant contains more than 15 digits. 
The card image is printed and the remainder of the card is 
ignored. The request will not be executed. 

LITERAL SPECIFIED AS LEFT TERM 

A literal or numeric constant is not allowed as the first or 
left term of a criterion or arithmetic expression on a re
trieval specification (type C) card. The card image wi II 
be printed out and the request rejected. The rest of the card 
will not be examined. 

LITERALS EXTEND BEYOND COL.73 

The literal is too large. Retrieve will continue validating 
the remaining request specifications, but the request wi II 
not be executed. 

MISSING CONTROL BREAK LEVEL 

Level s must be asc endi ng, from 1, wi th no gaps. 

MISSING CONTROL BREAK REQUIRED FOR AVG 
FUNCTION 

MISSING CONTROL BREAK REQUIRED FOR MAX 
FUNCTION 

MISSING CONTROL BREAK REQUIRED FOR MIN 
FUNCTION 

MISSING CONTROL BREAK REQUIRED FOR SUM 
FUNCTION 

The designated function was specified to appear at a given 
control break level, but no control break key has been as
signed at that level. 

MISSING GENERAL REQUEST SPECIFICATION 

The general request specification card (type A) was omitted 
for this request. The remainder of the specifications for 
thi s request wi II be ski pped. 

MISSIN G SORT LEVE L 

Levels must be ascending, from 1, with no gaps. 

MORE THAN 9 AVG VALUES SPECIFIED 

The indicated report limitation has been exceeded. 

MORE THAN 20 CONSECUTIVE AND'ED CRITERIA 

Retrieve allows 20 successive AND criteria without an 
intervening OR. If this limit is exceeded, the remaining 
specifications will be validated, but the request will not 
be executed. 
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MORE THAN 9 MAX VALUES SPECIFIED 

The indicated report limitation has been exceeded. 

MORE THAN 9 MIN VALUES SPECIFIED 

The indicated report limitation has been exceeded. 

MORE THAN ONE DECIMAL POINT IN DECIMAL 
LITERAL 

The remainder of the request will be validated, but it will 
not be executed. 

MORE THAN ONE GENERAL REQUEST SPEC FOR 
REQUEST 

Only one type A card is allowed per request. The second 
card wi II be printed and skipped and the remainder of the 
request wi II be rejected after validation. 

MORE THAN ONE HEADER SPECIFICATION 

Only one page header card (type B, number 01) is allowed 
for each report. If more than one header card is submitted, 
the request specifications will be validated, but the request 
wi II not be executed. 

MORE THAN 15 VERTICAL SUMS SPECIFIED 

The indicated report limitation has been exceeded. 

MULTIPLE LITERALS IN ARITHMETIC EXPRESSION 

An arithmetic operation was specified between a previously
defined field and a list of compound numeric constants. The 
second term in an expression may contain only one numeric 
I iteral. The request will be rejected. 

NO RETRIEVAL SPECIFICATION END CARD 

No retrieval specification card with END in columns 75 to 77 
was found in a request. The retrieved output specifications, 
if any, will be validated but the request will not be 
executed. 

NO VALID GENERAL REQUEST SPEC IN BATCH 

Retrieve wiii not begin processing specifications untii the 
first general request specification card (type A) is read. 
This message indicates that there are no general request 
specifications cards in the request input. The run is aborted. 
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NO VALID REQUESTS IN THIS RUN 

Every request in the batch contaJns discrepancies. The job 
is terminated. 

NUMERIC LITERAL SCALING ERROR 

Multiple packed decimal literals do not all have the deci
mal point in the same position. The request will be rejected 
after validation. 

OUTPUT SPECS SPECIFIED WITH ENTIRE RECORD 
OPTION 

Retrieved output specifications were included in a request 
for which "entire record" was specified on the general 
request specifications. The entire record will be retrieved. 

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY FILE KEYS INCOMPATIBLE 
RUN ABORTED 

This message indicates one of three possible conditions: 

1. The fi les to be matched have no common key field. 

2. The mode of a key field (EBCDIC, binary, or packed 
decimal) is not the same in the two files to be matched. 

3. The two files are not sorted in the same direction on a 
common key field. That is, one fi Ie is sorted in ascend
i ng order and the other in descendi ng order. 

If anyone of these conditions obtains, the fi les cannot be 
matched. The run wi II be aborted. 

REQUEST ID xxxx ABORTED. ARITHMETIC TRAP 

When an arithmetic trap is encountered during the execution 
of any request, thi s message wi II be output and the request 
wi II be terminated. Any previously-retrieved data, and 
possib Iy the current record, wi II be saved and processed 
normally either by Report or as a partial user file. 

REQUEST ID xxxx AND ALL FOLLOWING NOT DONE. 
EXECUTION PROGRAM OVERFLOW 

Memory allocation for the execution program is not adequate 
to generate the code necessary to execute all the requests. 
The requests that do fit are executed. 

REQUEST ID xxxx REJECTED. MULTIPLE ENTRY ARITH 
OFLOW 

The 511-word multiple-entry arithmetic-table (MEATBL) 
capacity has been exceeded. The request will be rejected 
without further processing. 



REQUEST ID xxxx REJECTED. NO REPORT SPECS. 

The general request specification card identified the .output 
for this request as a report. No report specifications (re
trieved output specifications) were submitted with this re
quest identification. The request wi II not be executed. 

REQUEST ID xxxx REJECTED - NO SEARCH OR 
RETRIEVE SPECIFICATIONS 

Search or retrieve specifications were omitted. 

REQUEST ID xxxx REJECTED. PREVIOUS USER FILE 
REQUEST 

Only one request for a nonreport fi Ie is permitted in a 
batch of requests. The first one encountered will be 
accepted. Any others will be rejected. 

REQUEST ID xxxx REJECTED - SPECIFICATION ERROR(S) 

This message is printed at the end of an incorrect request. 
It is preceded by one or more error messages describing the 
specific errors that caused the rejection. 

REQUEST SPEC READ FAILURE 

The input/output handler for the specification cards has 
returned an abnormal or error condition. The rest of the 
request cards are skipped. 

REQUEST SPECIFICATIONS FOR xxxx OVERFLOW 
AVAILABLE MEMORY. REQUEST REJECTED. 

Request xxxx overflowed the avai lable space for the Retrieve 
working table. This request wi II be rejected and an attempt 
will be made to fit the next request into the available space. 
After all the requests that fit are processed, the file retrieval 
will be initiated. All the requests listed in this message 
must be rerun. 

REQUEST SPECS UNEXPECTEDLY TERMINATED 

The end of the batched input was encountered whi Ie pro
cessing retrieval specifications, but before the END card 
was found. This request will not be executed. 

RESULT FIELD MODE INCONSISTENT WITH MODE OF 
TERMS 

The user has assigned the same storage location to the 
result of more than one arithmetic expression evaluation, 

and all the affected arithmetic expressions are not of the 
same mode. When the storage location is first assigned, 
it is given the mode of the terms of the arithmetic expres
sions. Expressions that use this same result field must agree 
with it in mode. Any disagreement wi II cause the request 
to be rejected after any remaining specifications are 
validated. 

RESULT FIELD NAME SAME AS DATA BASE FIELD NAME 

The name assigned to the storage location of the results of 
evaluating an arithmetic expression (as specified by the 
user in columns 66 to 73 of the retrieval specifications) is 
the same as the name of a field in the request data base fi Ie. 
The request will be rejected after validating remaining 
spec ifications. 

RIGHT AND LEFT TERM MODES DO NOT AGREE 

Mixed-mode comparison or mixed-mode arithmetic is not 
permitted. Both terms in a comparisonmustbe either EBCDIC, 
packed decimal, or binary. If the right-hand term is either 
a single or multiple literal constant, the literal format must 
be appropriate to the left term. That is, if the left term 
is EBCDIC, each literal constant must begin with an equal 
sign and end with a comma. If the left term is bi nary, each 
literal constant must begin with a plus or minus sign, and 
may have no embedded blanks or decimal points. If the left 
term is packed decimal, each literal constant must be pre
ceded by a plus or minus sign and must contain one decimal 
point and no embedded blanks. The card image wi II be 
printed, the rest of the card ignored, and the request rejected. 

SPECIFICATIONS FOR LIBRARY REQUEST 

Retrieval and/or retrieved output specifications were sub
mitted for a library request. The specifications will be val
idated, but the request wi II not be executed. 

SPECS FOLLOW IENDI CARD OR BYPASS SEARCH 
OPTION 

Retrieval specifications were included in a request in which 
II bypass search ll was specified. The specifications are 
ignored. 

SUM-MIN-MAX-AVG OF LITERAL OR ALPHA FIELD 

None of the above functions may be specified for a literal 
or alphabetic field. 
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TOO MANY DIGITS IN NUMERIC LITERAL 

A packed decimal I iteral contains more than 15 digits or a 
binary literal has more than 10 digits. The request will be 
rejected after validation. 

TOO MANY RESULT FIELDS IN xxxx. REQUEST 
REJECTED. 

An entry is added to file DICT for each arithmetic expres
sion result in a given request. These additional entries are 
cleared out between requests. If the additional entries 
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overflow the 2048 words allotted to DICT, the request wi II 
be aborted. 

TOTAL SIZE OF BREAK FIELDS EXCEEDS 255 CHAR 

The field above is specified as a sort or break control key. 
Its length, plus the length of all fields previously designated 
as keys, is greater than the allowed maximum of 255 charac
ters. The request wi II be rejected. 

UNREADABLE INPUT RECORD 

A request fi Ie record could not be read. The run is aborted. 



5. REPORT 

The Report program prepares printed Reports from data ex
tracted by the Retrieve program. Report performs the fol
lowing functions: 

• Reads the Report specification file for descriptions of 
requests to be listed. 

• Reads the Report speci fi cati on fi lefor format spec ifi
cations of the records applicable to requests. 

• Sets up the required call for Sort if the report is in a 
sequence different from that of the original data base. 
Sets up sorting specifications, input/output file char
acteristics, and identifiers of the records to be selec
tively sorted. Links to the Sort. 

• Builds a set of tables to control the formatting of the 
desired report. 

• Reads the input file (from either Retrieve or Sort) and 
prepares the required report. 

• Determines if all requests have been processed. If yes, 
ends the job. If any reports remain, returns to the first 
step in the processing cycle. 

The Report program makes use of the following inputs: 

1. Retrieved output data files, consisting of: 

a. Report specifications (by request number), and re
trieved record format specification (by request 
number). 

b. Retrieved data records (variable formats, by re
quest number). 

2. Column headings and editing information from the 
dictionary. 

REPORT SPECIFICATIONS 

Specifications governing the format of the desired report 
for any given request are passed to Report in a separate 
file on the RAD. These specifications are of three general 
types: 

1. Reportformat table: a single variable-length record 
packed with all the general and I ine descriptions sub
mitted by the user. This information is used to set up 
the columnar arrangement of the listing, arithmeti c 
operations, sequencing, and total ing. 

2. Report text string: a single variable-length record con
taining the report heading text and page heading text. 

3. Extracted data format table: a single variable-length 
record wh ich defines the format of the data records 
extracted for this request. 

REPORT CONVENTIONS 

The following constraints and conventions apply to the 
Report program. 

HORIZONTAL TOTALING 

Horizontal total ing is accomplished by using the arithmetic 
expression capability. After two fields are initially de
fined, their I ine numbers are specified in an additive ex
pression. If more than two fields are to be totaled, the 
intermediate expression results may be print-suppressed 
and rolled through as many horizontal additions as re
quired. For example, the specifications below result in 
the printing of fields 1, 2, and 3, and the horizontal sum 
of all three (see line 05). 

Field Name, Arithmetic Print 
Line Result Name, Numeric Literal, Non Format 
No. or Expression Line Number Print Picture 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

Field 1 

Field 2 

Field 3 

01 + 02 

03 + 04 

N 

$9,999.99-

Note that the horizontal sum may be vertically totaled, 
averaged, or analyzed for minimum/maximum values. 

TEXT FIELDS 

Output fields defined as text fields (data type n are 
assumed to be alphabetic. They may not be used in arith
metic expressions, and may not exceed 255 characters in 
length if used as a report key. The following procedures 
apply when printing a text field. 

1. Report skips to a new line. 

2. The text is indented one inch from left and right margins. 

3. Automatic line folding occurs (without hyphenation) 
if the field exceeds one line. 

4. Trailing blank lines are suppressed. 

5. The field name is listed to the left of the first line. 

6. No column headings are used. 

ALPHABETIC FIELDS 

Alphabetic fields whose total length cannotbeprintedonthe 
I ine being constructed wi /I cause a I ine feed. Up to one fu II 
linewill then be printed, withnoblanksuppression. If the 
field length still exceeds one line, itwill be truncated. 
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BINARY FIELDS AND EXPRESSIONS 

The print width of a binary value is equal to one-third the 
number of bits, plus one additional character. The maxi
mum val ue that can be converted and pri nted is 23 L 1. 
Print punctuation for data fields is obtained from fi Ie DICT. 
A print picture may be specified for arithmetic expressions, 
or to override field specifications in file DICT. 

FRACTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 

Retention of fractional significance (number of decimal 
places) in arithmetic-expression results is as follows: 

1. Addition and subtraction: the result is carried to the 
greatest number of places in either term. 

2. Multiplication: the result is rounded to the greatest 
number of decimal places. 

3. Division: the result is truncated to the greatest num
ber of places in either term. 

CALLING REPORT 

The Report program uses the Batch Processing Monitor for 
file services and overlay loading. Report makes use of 
output files, created by Retrieve, that contain report/data 
definitions and extracted data records. If the user elects 
to use standard headings and printing formats (via ,the de
fault print layout), Report accesses them from file DICT, 
which was created by the dictionary generator. Sort is 
used when the I isting sequence differs from the original 
data base sequence. 

Input for a Report run consists of the Report processor call 
card explained below. The description of the retrieved 
output card is given in Chapter 4. 

The Report processor call card is of the form 

( REPORT 

where! REPORT is required as shown starting in column 1. 

After being called, the Report program opens the specifi
cation file and reads those specifications pertaining to the 
first request. The report sequence is compared against the 
original data base sequence. If they are the same, sorting 
is not required, and the actual list phase will be entered 
directly. If the sequence of the retrieved data must be 
changed, Sort will be call ed. The Sort program will read 
in the entire retrieved data file, select the records per
taining to the request being processed, sequence them as 
required, and then enter the I isting phase. If errors are 
found in a request, it wi II be aborted and the next listing 
will be attempted. At the end of each list, the 
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specification fi Ie wi II be examined for remaining re
quests, and the cycle will be repeated as needed. 

REPORT MESSAGES 

The following messages are output during Report. 

CANNOT FIND REPORT INPUT FILE 

The Report program was unable to open the report input 
file. The file may not exist. 

CANNOT READ REPORT SPECIFICATION FILE 

An error or abnormal condition has occurred while reading 
the Report specification file. The file r:nay not exist. 

END MANAGE REPORTS-RESTORE STANDARD 
PRINT FORM 

All user-specified special reports have been printed. 

HEADINGS FOR MORE THAN 2 DETAIL 
LINES ARE OMITTED 

Not enough headings are present for the total number of de
tail lines. This message is shown on the first page of the 
affected report listing. Each retrieved record will be com
pletely listed with headings for the first two lines only. 

MANAGE: LOAD x PART FORM - xxx 
WIDE - xx LINES/PAGE 

Operator intervention is required to set up the specified 
type of paper. (Message appears at operator's console.) 

MANAGE: LOAD SPECIAL FORM FOR REQUEST xxxx 

Operator intervention is required to set up the special form. 
(Message appears at operator's console.) 

MANAGE REQUEST xxxx FORM SPECIFICATIONS 
REQUIRED - ENTER 2 DIGIT NUMBER OF LINES 

The two-digit line-number parameter is required. (Message 
appears at operator's console.) 

MANAGE REQUEST xxxx FORM SPECIFICATIONS 
REQUIRED - ENTER 3 DIGIT NUMBER OF PRINT 
POSITIONS 

A three-digit print-position-number parameter is required. 
(Message appears at operator's console.) 

MEMORY OVERFLOW 

Either there is insufficient memory to read in the report 
specification file from Retrieve, or there is no common 
page for Sort communi cation. 



MISSING FIELD NAME IN FORMAT RCD 

A field name has not been transferred properly from 
Retri eve to Report. 

MISSING REPORT CONTROL ENTRY - REQ xxxx 

A report specifi cation record key has not been transferred 
properly from Retrieve to Report. 

MISSING REPORT FORMAT RCD - REQ xxxx 

A report format record has not been transferred properly 
from the Retrieve program to Report. 

NUMBER OF PRINT LINES PER RCD OVER 255 

The request is aborted because the number of print lines 
exceeds the allowed maximum. 

READ ERR ON STANDARD HEADING DICTIONARY 

The Report program was unable to read successfully the 
dictionary record containing the standard column headings. 

REQ TERMINATED - ARITH TRAP PROCESSING 
PRINT ENTRY xx 

An illegal arithmetic procedure was detected in the indi
cated I ine. The request is aborted and the next request is 
attempted. 

UNABLE TO COMPLETE REPORT - INADEQUATE 
MEMORY 

Available memory space is insufficient for complete pro
cessing of the report. 

UNREADABLE RCD ENCOUNTERED-REQUEST ABORTED 

An unreadable data record has been found in the Report 
input file. The next request in thebatchwill be attempted. 
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APPENDIX A. SAMPLE MANAGE DECK SETUPS 
., 

Manage operating examples are given below. The first four 
describe deck structures required to enter the four Manage 
processors into the System Library. The remaining five ex
amples describe required deck setups for using the pro
cessors. Note that these illustrations do not show any limit 
cards since they are installation-dependent. The deck set
ups will also vary for different combinations of RAD, tape, 
and device assignments. Appendix B contains DCB informa
tion necessary when complex input/output assignments are 
required. 

During execution, the Manage processors send various mes
sages to the operator's console, such as tape mount and 
dismount commands. Required responses are described in 
the Batch Processing Monitor manual. The only nonstan
dard operator responses that may be required occur in the 
Report process, as outlined below. 

1 . Reports are grouped by paper type and number of 
copies. At the start of each group, the operator is 
informed of the form required in the printer, and 
printing is suspended unti I the operator keys in the 
appropriate BPM continue command. 

2. Each report requiring a special form causesasuspen
sion of processing until the operator keys in the num
ber of print positions and I ine depth pertaining to that 
form. The console key-in procedure is prompted by 
Report after identification of the request being 
processed. 

The standard Dictnary processor is constructed from the 
three tempora ry element fi I es produced by the deck shown 
in Example A-l . 

The deck in Example A-2 produces three element files from 
which are constructed either the standard Fileup processor, 
or the Fileup processor with user own-code. This module 
is callable with an OWNUP card. 

The standard Retrieve processor is constructed from the four 
temporary element fi I es produced by the deck shown in 
Example A-3. 

The standard Report processor is produced by the deck 
shown in Example A-4. 

The deck in Example A-5 illustrates a run that either up
dates a previous dictionary or creates a new one. The re
sulting file will contain all dictionaries defined under the 
current account number. 

The deck in Example A-6 illustrates the updating of an 
existing RAD file. The Fileup specifications and the 
change transactions are on cards. The sorted transaction file 
UPTRAN is deleted at the end of the update process. 

The deck in Example A-7 illustrates the updating of an 
existing tape file. The Fileup specifications are taken 
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from a I ibrary named SPEC, and the change transactions 
are to be read from tape. The transa cti ons are to be sorted 
and placed on another tape before the update begins. An 
audit file is also to be created on tape. 

The deck in Example A-8 illustrates a retrieval and report 
generation run containing one or more requests. The data 
base is a RAD fi Ie, and all intermediate outputs are also 
defau I ted to the RAD. 

The deck in Example A-9 illustrates a retrieval run in 
which all requests require a match between a primary tape 
file and a secondary RAD file. A user file is to be created 
on tape, and requests to be listed are on another tape. 
During the Report process, any required sorting is to be 
done using 9-track tapes. 

Example A-l. Forming the Dictnary Processor 



Example A-2. Forming the Fi leup Processor 
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Example A-3. Forming the Retrieve Processor 
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!FIN 

! TREE RETRO-(VALID ,INTPTR,; 

! (PE RM) ,(LMN ,RE TRIEVE) ,(TSS ,50) 

! (INTPTR) ,( GE NTR) ,(RTRV1)) ,(MAP)" 



Example A-4. Forming the Report Processor Example A-5. Dictnary Creation or Modification 

Example A-6. Updating a RAD File 
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Example A-7. Updating a Tape File 

I !FIN 
I ! FILEUP U L SPEC 

I !ASSIGN F:UPAUDT,(DEVICE,9T) 
I ! (LABEL,EMPMST) 

I !ASSIGN F:NEWMST,; 

! (LABEL,EMPMST) ,(INSN,4) 

I !ASSIGN F:OlDMST,i 

'----~: ! (INSN,132),(OUTSN,132),(REl) 

I !ASSIGN F:UPTRANr(LABEL,ABC),; 

I ! (INSN,5) 

I !ASSIGN F:TRNACTADEVICE r9T)ri 

!JOB ANYNO,ANYNAMErF 

-
-

Example A-S. Retrieval and Report Generation 

!REPORT 
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Example A-9. Matched Retrieval and Report Generation 

-
-



APPENDIX B. DCB NAMES FOR MANAGE PROCESSORS 

Table 3 below gives the DCB names used by the Manage 
processors. Note that DCB defaults in Manage are arranged 
so that if a II jobs are run under the same account number 
and if RAD space is avai lable to handle the intermediate 
fi les, ASSIGNs are requi red for the following DCB names 
only. 

DCB Name Description 

F:OLDMST The input master fi Ie in Fi leup 

F:NEWMST The output master file in Fileup 

F:UPAUDT The optional audit fi Ie in Fi leup 

F:MSTRFILE The input data base fi Ie in Retrieve 

DCB Name 

F:SECFILE 

F:NONREPT 

Description 

The optional secondary input data 
base in Retrieve 

The optional user output file in 
Retrieve 

In such a situation, all parameter specifications and change 
transactions will be read through the SI device (usually 
cards) . 

In addi ti on to the DCBs shown, a II processors wri te error 
messages and diagnosti cs through the M:LO DCB. All 
DCBs accept account and password information via ASSIGN 
records. 

Table 3. DCB Names for Manage Processors 

DCB Name Function ASSIGN Required Comments 

Dictnary 

M:SI Input speci fi cati on records. No Defaults to system SI device. 

F:DCTSPC Sorted input specification No Defaults to RAD. If assigned to tape, 
records. INSN and OUTSN are required. 

F:DICT Central dictionary input/ No To RAD only. 
output. 

Fileup 

M:SI Input specification records. No Defaults to system SI device. 

F:DICT Central dictionary input. No To RAD only. 

F:TRANS Specification library input/ No To RAD only. 
output. 

F:UPSPCS Sorted input specifi cation No Defaults to RAD. If assigned to tape, 
records. INSN and OUTSN are required. 

F:TRNACT Input change transactions. No Defaults to system SI device. 

F:UPTRAN Sorted input change trans- No Defaults to RAD. If assigned to tape, 
actions (optional). INSN and OUTSN are required. To 

release the sorted transaction fi Ie, use 
FMGE after a successful run. 

F:OLDMST Input master file. Yes May be to RAD, tape, or device. 

F:NEWMST Output master fi Ie. Yes May be to RAD, tape, or device. 

F:UPAUDT Output audit fi Ie (optiona I). Yes May be to RAD, tape, or device. 

Retrieve 

M:SI Input specification records. No Defaults to system SI device. 

F:DICT Central dictionary input. No RAD only. 

F:MSTRFILE Input data base. Yes May be to RAD, tape, or device. 
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Table 3. DCB Names for Manage Processors (cont.) 

DCB Name Function ASSIGN Required Comments 

Retrieve (cont.) 

F:SECFILE Input secondary data base Yes May be to RAD, tape, or device. 
(matching option). 

F:NONREPT I Output user file (optional). Yes I May be to RAD, tape, or device. 

F:SI Sorted input specification No Defaults to RAD. If assigned to tape, 
records. INSN and OUTSN are required. 

F:REQUB Retrieve specification library No To RAD only. 
input/output. 

F:RPTSPC Output report specification No To RAD only. 
file. 

F:REPORT Retrieved data output file. No Defaults to RAD. May be assigned 
to tape. 

Report 

F:DICT Central dictionary input. No To RAD only. 

F:RPTSPC Input report specification file. No To RAD only. 

F:RTRVD Retrieved data input file. No F:REPORT DCB from Retrieve is carried 
over automatically. 

F:RPTIN Sorted report data input file. No Defaults to RAD. If assigned to tape, 
INSN and OUTSN are required. 
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APPENDIX C. OWN-CODE LINKAGE FOR FILEUP 

Registers 5 to 7 are used for communication between Fileup 
and the_various user modules. In Table 4, below, these 
registers are described at the time of entry into the user's 
code and at the exit back to Fileup. Address values are at 

word resolution unless otherwise specified. An x indicates 
that the value in the designated retister is not significant. 
A method for generating a Fi leup processor wi th user own
code is shown in Appendix A. 

Table 4. Register Use for Own-Code Linkage 

Entry Point Register 5 Register 6 Register 7 

Entry x Return address. x 
FUPOP 

Exit x x x 

Entry o means that the input mas- Return address. Byte address of input label 
ter labe I has been read. t buffer. tt 

Exit x x x 
FUPHD 

Entry 1 means the output master Return address. x 
label is ready to be written.t 

Exit x x Byte address of user's output 
label buffer .tt 

Entry Return address to de I ete Return address to use this Byte address of input master 

FUPIM 
th i s input master record. input master record. record. 

Exit x x x 

Entry Byte address of matched Return address. i Byte address of matched input 
change transacti on master record. 

FUPMT record. 

Exit x x x 

Entry Return address to delete Return address to write Byte address of output master 

FUPOM 
this output master record. this output master record. record. 

Exit x x x 

Entry x Return address. x 
FUPCL 

Exit x x x 

tThe entry to FUPHD for output label processing is made before the entry for input label processing. 

ttDoes not apply to master files with one or more header records ending with a file mark (F in user header label indicator 
of Dictnary file definition card). The user is responsible for reading and writing all such header records and file mark. 
Fileup will enter FUPHD after opening the input or output file. However I a II required reading and writing of header 
records and fi Ie mark must be done in the user own-code. Fi leup wi II resume processing under the assumption that the 
input or output file is positioned for reading or writing master data records. 

INPUT AND OUTPUT LABEL FORMATS 

The following conventions are observed in the processing of 
input and output label buffers: 

1. The first byte of the buffer contains the length of the 
label which follows. 

2. The second byte of the buffer contains the start of the 
label information. 

3. Since the buffer is assumed to start on a word boundary, 
the label length byte occupies the first byte of a word. 

4. Label length should not exceed either 255 bytes, or the 
length of a data block, else truncation wi II occur. 
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APPENDIX D. SAMPLE MANAGE RUNS 

The sample dictionary printout shown below results from the file description given in Chapter 2. 

MA~AGE UAT~ FILE ~ICTI~~~~Y TI~F & DATE: 02:1~ JUN 11,'~9 PAGES 

*0** FILE: MAST~R **** LBGICAL qEC~RD C~AqACTER LE~GTH: '~84~ BL9CK!~G FACT8R: 0 

LEFT 
t:t-;A~ 

peSN . . . . 
3 

7 

30 

30 

50 

63 

79 

88 

94 

95 

101 

102 

IJ2 

106 

109 

132 

137 

151 

FIELD 
CHA~ 

LEt,GTIo-I ... 

2 

21 

39 

20 

19 

6 

2 

3 

10 

3 

6 
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MeNIT~R F~RMATTED, UNLA~LFD 
CHMMENTS: AMALGA~ATED MANUFACTURING CeQP.- ~ASTER FILE 

FIELD 
'AME:: 

FIELD 
TVPE 

CeNTRf'lL 
CBUf'IITER 

FIELD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . 

A[)C'RESS 

Ll 

L2 

lIP 

CIT IZEr-.. 

HI REDA TE ALPHA 

HIRF.:V(AR ALPHA 

PBS Ii I e!\J ALPI-oI" 

PAYRATE PACI(D 

p.>AY~ATE 

KEY C\lTL FIELD 
BROER AUi)IT 

DIR FLAG . .... 
A 

2 A. 

DECIMAL 
J-l6INT 

P~SITIB'I 

ZERB 
Supp 
RE"!;S 

• • 

ceMMA 
INSERT 

PRINT 
DftLLAR 

SIGN 

TRAIL 
MINUS 
SIG"l 

STANDARD RFPBRT CBLUMN HEADINGS ....................................... 
z 

r:>IV 

EMPLf=tYF:E NAME 

STREET 

CITY-STAT~ 

ZIP>CBDF 

seCIAL>S~CURITV>NUMBt.R 

nATE PF> BIRTH >~8/DV/YR 

S>F>X 

C>T>Z>'J 

DATE ~F> HIRE >MB/DY/VR 

:1 l 
RATE> .41 >HIRE 

l 

JBt:'>T tTLE 

C $ 

Figure D-l. Sample Dictionary 

LF.FT 
CHAR 
PBSN 
• ••• 

3 

7 

10 

'9 

1(il 

1n? 

\06 

1n9 

1:::17 



.............•...•.. 
• SOS SIGMA MANAGE • . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . 

~E~O~T T~ STATE DEPA~TM[~T ~F E~FLHY~F~T SHS~T~G ALL Ne~CrTJIEN 
FE~ALF £~PL~YEES. 
REP~~T IS S~~UENCED 8Y: 
HIRr YEA~ (DCSCE~DI~G) 
Hr~E MA~T~ (D~SCE~DI~~) 

~.;;'~f." 
THL ~~peRT SHB~S VAQreJS ITF~S ~F DATA F~Q EACH E~PLevEE, 
I~CLJrI~S STA~TI~G RATE ~F PAY. 
T~r AV~P43E SrAQTI~G RATF ~F PAY F~~ FAC~ YE'R IS ALS~ S~~~~ • 

......................................... , ................................................................. . 
OATE. ;jF P,PL'JYEF "',A''iE E "1PL Sf.lCJAL r-' !':~ J~B RAT!=" 

HIR~ H~ SECURITY R foF TTTLF AT 
M9/0y/Yf,< "IU~PE"9 T DEY ~t~E 

L 
............................ ,.!! •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

10-12-69 HALA'" t ',j r~ARY D15508 ~7C-39-~60i< r--1 2 ~"I >(Ek? 4 t.~OO 

ADOf./E.~S 1479 ~Ev;:::;';LY DR L~"'l :sEACH CAL. 

08-10-69 I)!E"'~' H; FVS't\'F: O?f,9~6 ~gO-47-f,~3? r-- P. ASSE~~8LfR ! 1.~50 

08-10-69 U I Xt:r- :--iAI.;ILV\ 013974 5f,C-2?-318f, "" 5 .\SS~MSL~R != 1.~5S 
ADD~ESS 421v r. A":T AvE Ly~~\efjU Cil-L. 

08"10'"69 JRISceLL SA;(AH 0262(,i:: ~'54-"'?·5381+ t' 2 ASSF!'-'BLF:~ of; 1.~75 
ADDIolE~S 17C-- 111 ~ ST !"1CUf'I; PA~K (AL. 
HI~EY~A"< A ¥lr'AG~ 

1; 1.~1+5 

HI~Eyt.AR I rEv CAv,,,r }V'OO'. 

10-12-68 i-ttLT C,\~f'L ('?71 Q f, ~36-'39-6'67 t- 2 ...!qF.Q ~ t.755 
ADD~E.:SS 312 '";c~A,'j~ avt;: U}\') ijEAC"'I CAL. 

10"10-68 ~:t~""r"'A\ ~f3EJ.,>lA A ~2C;339 57~-39- 14-36 '" 2 CLE~I( ~ 1.~OO 

ADD~E.SS 1+81(-" I :~L AY h,';!:. v ~~ ICE CAL. 

10-10-68 H!:",Akl) "'tRT"A 027909 575-12-14B-l II' 1+ CLEQK !f; 1.~25 
ADDRE5S 151'+ \ ':II r ';T '.ARVISTA CAL· 

07-17-68 uAU 1\C'1 l.'!_n·~ ~1121+72 39'+-3?-?~12 1" SECKETARY ¢ ::?7SQ 
ADD~E;jS 376 ~L '1A 'jT H~f<"dSA BEACI-1 CAL. 

03-03-6,!-i ~ES1E.~ SUSA~, al72'54 535-19-544 7 ~-J "'IRER II; ~.1QO 

ADDRESS 312? A~I l"'J,\ ST eCFAN PARK CAL. 

03-03-68 L.!j3A', .J~ "~~j ~2954r. 5~r~-~;)- 7161 ;..~ dRER $ ?110 
ADDRE;;iS 212 C6U~·\.O:' A"::" 'vF.~' rc~ CAL. 
f1IREYt:.A.~ AVF~AGF 

~ ?.o57 

HIREYC:A~ lTFM n~~j\!T O'JCOl16 

09-07-67 HUTf.1 ·~!HTE\;SE o-i Qc~'242 co,7:l-39-114~~ D " ASC;E~BLER ~ ?I")OO 
AL>ORESS 69(, cu.~,( ST 5A",TA ~'e\l I CA C,lL. 

07-17"07 (;iA8LE GRETA F 026062 525-62-7C36 M 4 ,SECRETARY '*' 2.')50 
AODF<ESS 376:i I"fHt:lR AVE SAt"T A. t-16[\1 ICA CAL. 

07-17-67 (.1AG~" i(A~t:"'l 01~51'+ 537-4()-2~56 '1 3 SECRET~RY 1; 2.~50 
ADD~E~S 220~ ~;\T~IX ['~ SA~ TA. M~'-lICA. CAL-

Figure D-2. Sample Retrieved Data Report 
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JUN 11,169 ~fNCITIZE~ FEMALE EMPL~YEES 2 ............................. , .................. , .......................................................... . 
DATE eF (MPL~YFE ~AMl r~PL SOCIAL ~ ~6 JBB RAT~ 

HIRE \6 SECURITY ~ 6F TITLE AT 
M6/DY/YR NUM8ER T DfP HJRF:: 

L ............................................................................................................. 
07-17-67 l:iAU .. (R C:"R~1EN OC3391 532-48-703 1• M SECRETARY 
ADORES!:) 428 VISTA AVF.. SAtl:TA M6!\JICA CAL. 

07"17-~7 t:iALLI'H:A,Y LI';~I 027186 428·~2-3078 M 5 SECREHRY 
ADO~ESS 52?'~6 "1A~T LANE VE"ICE CAL. 

07-17-07 STRuT i'11C~E..LE 015954 548-62-7031 M 3 SECRETARY 
ADO~E:)S 422 KEL Te~' AVE LOS A"lGELES CAL. 
Hl~EYEAR A\lE.R~~E 

HIREY(AR IT[>l CSU:..jT OQOO06 

12-06-66 CRUSE: 1"AYbELLp·iF 026061 580-33-1414 M 3 ASSEMBLER 
AOO~ESS 717"1 SJ'~SET blVD \I. H8lLYoO/eeD CAL. 

05-23-1)6 i.Jtf)K I CI( SYLvIA ~ 013822 580-47 .. 6683 M 2 EXPF::DITER 
AOO~ESS 3756 STC>J1,'~T J;:.( SYLMAR CAL. 

05-23-~6 !)E~1I"'SEY t::LlE\ 030008 ~50-47-6688 M 2 EXPEDITER 
ADDRESS 1211 \-:ALTER GJ.< L~S ANGELES CAL. 

05-23-66 EVAI\S JE4."J 011215 621-47-6681 ~ 2 ~XPEI)ITER 
ADDR~SS !:jS6 16T!-l ST APT l) LBS ANGELES CAL. 
HIREYEAR AVERAGE 

HIREvEAR IT['" C".l'J'IT JOJaO~ 

04-08-65 l)EA'" CLI\ I~ 013811 580-47-8827 h 2 ASSEr-'BLER 
ADDRESS 154fi. i4A~\;.\Rf) AVE SAt\TA M6"<ICA CAL. 
HIREYEAR AVE~AGE 

HIREYEA~ I TE~1 C~J'IT OCOOOl 

-FINAL-- AVERAGE. 

.JUN 11,'69 NeNCITI1~~ FEMALE F.MPl6vEES 
NU~BER BF ITEMS R~TQIEVED aOOa21 
NUMBE~ BF ITEMS REIIO!~ 000021 

5 2.400 

S 2.~75 

S 2.625 

S 2.417 

$ 2.000 

" 2.QOO 

$ 3.010 

~ 2.875 

$ 2.696 

$ 2.\00 

'5 2.,00 

S 2.?~3 

Figure D-2.. Sample Retrieved Data Report (cont .. ) 
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WAGE INCREASE PROBLEMS 

The Amalgamated Corporation is engaged in wage nego
tiations.. The management wishes to evaluate the annual 
wage costs of two alternative proposals covering assemblers, 
wirers, and group leaders. The alternatives are 

1. A 6.75% rate increase for all three classifications. 

2. A $.13 cents per hour increase for assemblers; a $.16 
cents per hour increose for wirers; and a $.25 cents 
per hour increase for group leaders. 

The Director of Industrial Relations has analyzed overtime 
patterns for these classifications and has arrived at the fol
lowing formula: 

1. Estimated annual gross wages for assemblers == (rate x 
2080) + (rate x 1.5 x 102.5) 

2. Estimated annual gross wages for wirers == (rate x 2080) 
+ (rate x 1.5 x 156.0) 

3. Estimated annual gross wages for group leaders == (rate 
x 2080) + (rate x 240) + $90.00 

The Manage specifications shown in Figures D-3, D-4, and 
D-5 wi" retrieve the relevant employees and show the im
pact of the alternative wage increases on each department. 
Extensive use of arithmetic expressions is shown. In the re
trieval specifications, these expressions calculate annual 
straight time and overtime earnings for each employee and 
the anticipated earnings if different increases were applied 
to each job type. The report specifications summarize the 
results of the expressions evaluated in Retrieve and also com
pute the effect of the 6.75% uniform increase. The result
ing report is shown in Figure D-6. 

SIGMA MANAGE GENERAL REQUEST SPECIFICATIONS AUT'iO" -\<O-P \ TO 
OATE.5M...'-/ \9bq '(CIRCLE DESIRED OPTIONS) Retrieval System 

REQUEST 1\10. REQUEST SPECIFICATION LIBRARY CONTROL 

A~AGE~~ 
REQUEST SPECI FICATION 

I 23456 

(CIRCLE DESIRED OPTIONS) 

REQUEST NO. 

1 5 

1733(3/69) SCIENTiFIC DATA SySTE ..... S 

_ADD REQUE ST 

SPECIF1CAT10~ TO 

MASAGE Li BRARY 

j::t: PRIMARY FILE TO 8E 

A :::/:;:. SEARC~ED 

SECONDARY FILE TO ------
BE MATCHED TO 

PRIMARY FILE 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

Report ing System 

o SINGLE SPACE o ,-PART (J.. 4 

G DOUBLE SPACE 214"WIDEXlt" ( 1 )-PART 2 6 

36 38 40 42 

Report Title - Text To Be Printed At Top Of Every Page 

Title Page - Text To Be Printed On Initial Page 

(fs f)EPORT GENERATOR (R )NTIRE RECORD 

J B USER PROGRAM U !~~~~~E:U~'T~~~fs (SD 

po 
VALIDATE SPECS. ONLY V PERMUTED MULTIPLES 

PRINT CURRENT 

DATE ON EACY 

REPORT PAGE 

32 

OF 

....... :>:.: PRIMARY 

(D ;~~~RDS 
- .. SKIPPED 

34 

(\"": MAX. '\1O. r· ... · OF 

:"::":": RECORDS 
....... TO BE ... > OUTPUT 

44 46 4748 49 51 5253 54 

Fi gure D-3. Wage Problem General Request Specifications 
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REQUEST NO. SIGMA MANAGE RETRIEVAL SPECIFICATIONS 

I¥ A,6,E:l1 c El 
1234567 

••••••• 

FIRST TERM IOPERi QPERA""'O 
LOG. 

t·i~ 
FIELO OR .~;" \ LITERAL CONSTANT VALUES t>..... AND 

LINE ARITHMETIC f: •••• ·• OR 
,D'T' :}.) RES~IC~~~:E~~:~~RAL; I ARITHMETIC EXP 

NO. i.:. RESUL T NAME 
IOPER 1 RESULT "JAME 

I'::: END 

8 Q H): 11 1213 14 1516 17 181. If 20 21 n 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 3" 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 6061 6263 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 7.475 76 77 

o 1 'f' P A 'i e A,- E "~ it.U>$.D, 1 ·e..UI2~IJ~UL' £):p 
o 2 i!P A\( I2StT f;: <~, f+ i .. 5 : leTrzATE E~P 
o 3 ~,T,IZPt~E: .... : ..... :~, ft i 0,'-,. 6 : ~6;e&,$.$ E t P 
o 4 IPA,\( ~A,\,i: :+, f+- # 13, : :fJ,E,~,eAT E E)C..,P 
o 5 itJ E ,W e 11:T e: i~, f+~,o,~ {j,. : :N,E,~A ~ ~ U ,L c:~p 
06 tJEW:t2.,A,T£ :.::~ ~,1 ,5, : :~cW~,T,e A,\ : ..... E~~ 
o 7 'Nl::w,~,eA~ Pt, It,LQ,:l..5 : IN ,E.W,e! T,6,r2 ~ e,)(..,P 
o 8 II' &..s:I.T,'LS,t.\ E,Q .. '.' :. ASS £,M,P',l.IE (2,. 

I 
···:~e 

.. :. ~:T,~~-:\,e; ~, >-t-J.G:b,.O I 
. 

:e-T6r<~S;s:' 1<:C,tP o 9 

1 0 'P A,'1 e.,Prr E. rr ~ • ,LL. : 'tJE\\H~ATE lEI< P 
11 N ,£'fJ e,Pt"T, E, ~, fi.;l,O,%"D. I ;NE:vJANNI1L J~)(p 
1 2 N,~eA;T,E, r ~, +-1 •• 5, 1 :tj E W9.TJ~,A.\ 'E'(,P 
1 3 ~EW~,T.e.It\ ~, 1+ 1S,b .• 0 I : .e,e 
1 4 ..... ~ ~.5I.. ~:t,6,tJ E.Q = W,'I:.l,E t.,... I ~,E,~P 'EX ~ 
1 5 .•.. :> A~ e.A7t.E. :N:- t ~4 o. : e,T,~, e8,~~, 'E',){,p 
1 6 ·······"EMP ..... +, +q 0.0,0 I tJ.E~\.P,A7r,E E J..,p 

PA,,,,~ATE +, + • ,::l.6, 
I 

:r-J ,E\.\A •• h\ HI rE, ~~ 1 7 I 

1 8 . ~ ,Ew,~A;T E ~, +~,o,ID, I frl£,t\IP, . E,~,P 
1 9 NEuJ,e.A~,E 1t t ..;l.J+,D,. I :ttE,~ .. l&.r 6"~~ < E,'t P 
20 T,EtI\,P + +,q,l), .. ,0,0, I 

1 
\ .Et-\() j 

2 1 " B,~J:,T,La:t-: g; -:6tP L E' All> E2 
I 

••••• 
I 
I 

Figure 0-4. Wage Problem Retrieval Specification 

REQUEST NO. 

IW, As ,~:!1·1 0 l) 
123~567 

SIGMA MANAGE RETRIEVED OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS AUTHOR KOP\,O 
DATE ~A ~ \9 bC\ 

PRINT FORMAT PICTURE 
(OVERRIDES DICTIONARV EN TRY) 

8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 I~ 20 .~l· 22 .p. 24 .~. 261128 :29 :30 131 32 33 34 .~ 36137 a·3~.~~ 41 ~2 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 5253 54 55 56 57 58 59 60 61 62163 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 7~ 75 76 

o 1ilt> I V,'Is.~,e,tJ< Lil i iiL: 7,I),I V. CJ,c1 -ct 

o 3 +,0 iii 

o 4 0,,1 ~.o3, i .e, I 

05 ~.U.P.A.N~UL>: > ~ )S,T.~,A'I.b.\-I,T. 

o 6 dT,6,eB,gs. I'-
o 7 Q,5,t.O,b 2. 1:2. !);I, tiT.A,l 
o 8 O.1.:f 0,3. 

., 
1 0 .n ~~.l"l.Q. 

1 1 iQ,b,*,Qq 
1 2 110+ L1. 
1 3 / 0..1 ~o.3, ····.·· •• ·A IT .. ,;2. ~, ' 

1 4 N E,wA tJ,NH,lC " 

Fi gure 0-5. Wage Problem Report Specifi cations 
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DIV J6B 
TITLE 

00-0 ASSEMBLER 

P6SITI6N TeTAl 

P6SITI6111 AVERAGE 

CJR 

P6SITI6N ITEM ceU~T 

GRP LEADER 

PBSITI6N T!HAl 

P6SITI6N AVERAGE 

PBSlTI6N ITEM caU"'T 

WIRER 

P6SITI6N TaTAl 

1'>6SITI6N AVERAGE 

P6SITI6N ITEM caU~JT 

DIVISIBN TaTAL 

DIVISIaN AVERAGE 

-FINAL- T6TAL 

-FINAL- AVERAGE 

JUN h, '69 

25~,377.6J 

000056 

41.392'00 

000008 

185,972·8:1 

0:10041 

485,742·4:1 

e.T. 

............. ,., .... 
• SOS SIGMA MANAGE • ................... . 
MA~AGE REQUEST WAGE 

THIS REP~RT EVALUATES wAGE INCREASES PR6P6SED ~6R THE 
AMAlGAMATE~ MANU~ACTURING C6RPBRATI6N 

RETRIEVAL EXPRESSI~N CRMPUTES ANNUAL STRAIGHT AND BVERTIME 
EAR~IN3S ~eR CWRRENT RAT~S AND THE~ ~6R INCREASED RATES BY 
JBq TITLE. 

REo~RT SUMMARIZES BY TITLE WITHIN JIVISrBN. 
E~~ECT 6F 6.75% I~CREASE IS CALCULATED. 
HBRIZ6NTAl SUM~ING IS E~PleYED. 
VERTICAL SUM~I~G, AND AVERAGE A~NUAl WAGES ARE DISPLAYED. 
ZER6 FIELDS ARE CREATED T6 PR6VIDE A C9lUMNAR EFFECT. 

CANFIDENTIAl_ ALTERNATIVE WAGE A~JUSTMENTS _C6N~IDENTIAL 

+6.75% AlT.2 
TBTAl STRAIGHT B.T. 

19.098.83 i277.1+76.1+3 275.818.09 20,388'00 $296,206'09 

$ 1+.951+.91+ 

5.496'00 $ 46,888'00 

$ 5,861.00 

20,921·94 $206,894.74 

$ 5.046.21 

45,516.77 $531,259·17 

$ 5,059.61 

4~5,742.4:1 45,516.77 $531,259·17 

$ 5,059.61 $ 5,401·13 

C6NFIDENTIAL. ALTERNATIVE WAGE AJJUSTMENTS .CBNFIDENTIAl 
NUMBER 6F ITEMS RETRIEVED 000105 
N~MBER aF ITEMS READ I~ 0:10105 

Fi gure D-6. Wage Problem Report 

STRAIGHT 6.T. T6TAL 

$ 5,1+03.25 
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INDEX 

Note: For each entry in this index, the most significant description appears first. 

$ character, 7 . 
> character, 7 

A 
add to request library, 26 
algebraic add, 16 
allowed characters, 5,7 
alphabetic fields, 31,39 
alphabetic transaction field, 12 
arithmetic expression result name, 28 
arithmetic expressioris, 23 
arithmeti c operators, 23, 25 
arithmetic overflow, 13 
arithmetic truncation, 13 
ascendi ng sort, 6 
assignments, 13 
asterisk, 5, 13,25 
audit, 12,7 
audit file design, 12 
average value, 30 

B 
binary fields and expressions, 40 
b I a nk fi II, 16 
blanks, 13 
blocked records, 4 
blocking factor, 5 
byte string simulator, 3 

c 
calling Dictnary, 4 
calling Fileup, 13 
calling Report, 40 
calling Retrieve, 24 
column heading, 31 
comma insertion, 7 
comments, 5 
conditional replacement, 16, 12 
constraints, 39, 11 
conventi ons, 39, 1 
counter field, 4 
creation of a sample master file, 16 

o 
data dictionaries, 4 
data formats, 24 
data type, 15 
DeB names for J'.,~anage processors, 46 
DeBs active at one time, 12 
decimal scaling, 7 
decimal simulator, 3 

56 Index 

delete multiple group, 16 
deletion of a file dictionary, 5 
descending sort, 6,30 
dictionary list option, 5 
Dictnary, 4 
Dictnary cards, 5 
Dictnary messages, 8 
Di ctnary processor co II card, 5 
disposition of output, 26 
dollar sign, 7 

E 
embedded blanks, 5,7 
equipment configuration requirements, 3 
error~ 8,4,5,9,10,13,17,18,19,20,21,25,31,33,34,35, 

36,37,38,40,41 
expressi on line numbers, 29 

F 
field conversion, 12 
field definition card, 5 
field function code, 16 
field length, 6 
field name, 5,29 
field or expression result name, 28 
field type, 6 
field update card, 15 
fi Ie constraints, 4 
fi Ie creation or updating, 11 
file definition card, 5 
file name, 5 
file update card, 14 
Fileup, 11,12 
Fi leup ca II card, 13 
Fi leup messages, 16 
Fi leup run cards, 13 
first term, 28 
fixed fields, 4 
fractional significance, 40 

G 
gang method, 11 
gang replacement, 16 
gang transactions, 13 
general procedures, 3 
general request specification card, 25 
group key, 4 
group selection keys, 11 

H 
horizontal totaling, 39 



Note: For each entry in this index, the most significant description appears first. 

I/o error bypass, 14 
input/output errors, 13 
insert multiple group, 16 
item count, 30 

K 
key level, 6 

L 
leading zeros, 7 
left-zero fill, 13 
library action code, 14 
library name, 14 
I ibrary request, 25 
I ine number, 27,29 
literal constant, 28 
literals, 28 
logical connector, 29 

M 
Manage file characteristics, 
Manage program characteristics, 
Manage programs, 2 
Manage system components, 2 
master field name, 15 
master fi Ie design, 11 
master fi Ie name, 14, 15 
maximum logical record length, 5 
maximum number of fields, 4 
maxi mum number of output records, 27 
maximum value, 30 
minimum value, 30 
minus sign, 7 
multiple field1s counter name, 7 
multiple fields, 13 
multiple literals, 28 
multiple-entry fields, 11,4,6 
multiple-entry groups, 27 
multiple-entry indicator, 7 

N 
negative va lues, 12 
nonprint indi cator, 30 
number of blanks to right, 31 
number of records to skip, 27 
numeric fields, 31 
numeric literal, 30,29 
numeri c zero fi II, 16 

o 
operator, 28 
own-code linkage for Fileup, 48 

own-code on closing, 14 
own-code on header, 14 
own-code on input, 14 
own-code on opening, 14 
own-code on output, 14 
own-code on transaction, 14 

p 

packed decimal fields, 7 
page eject, 30 
page number reset, 31 
page size, 27 
partial transaction records, 16 
primary fi Ie name, 26 
print control, 27 
print format picture, 31 
programs in the Manage system, 2 

R 
record and field sizes, 4 
record functi on code fi e I d posi ti on, 15 
record functi on codes, 12 
relational operators, 23,25 
replacement, 16 
Report, 39 
Report conventions, 39 
Report date, 27 
Report format, 27 
Report messages, 40 
Report processor call card, 40 
Report specifications, 39 
request number, 25,27,29 
retrieval specification card, 27 
retrieval specifications, 25 
Retrieve, 22; 24, 25 
Retri eve messages, 31 
Retri eve processor ca II ca rd, 25 
retrieved output card, 29 

s 
sample data retrieval and report, 31 
sample Manage deck setups, 42 
sample Manage runs, 49 
scaling, 28 
search mode, 26 
secondary fi Ie name, 26 
selection criteria, 22 
selection method, 11 
sequence key field, 16 
sort, 14 
sort direction, 6 
sort key, 4 
sort level, 30 
spec i a I purpose progra ms, 12 
standard column heading, 7 
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Note: For each entry in this index, the most signifi cant description appears first. 

starting-byte position or multiple-entry order, 6 
summing level, 30 
suppression of leading zeros, 7 

T 
text fields, 39 
text lines, 27 
title and heading card, 27 
total break control, 30 
totaling, 39 
trailers, 12 
trai ling blanks, 5,7 
transaction blocking factor, 14 
transaction code, 16 
transaction code length, 15 
transaction data field sizes, 13 
transaction field length, 15 
transaction fi Ie design, 11 
transaction fi Ie header, 14 
transaction ID starting byte, 14 

58 Index 

transaction record length, 14 
transaction starting position, 15 
type of paper, 27 
type of run, 14 

u 
unblocked records, 4 
undefined areas, 13 
user header label indi cator, 5 
user own-code, 12 
user program retrieval format, 27 

y 
val idity check, 25 
voi d entry, 5 

z 
zero suppressi on, 7 


